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BARN BURNS—A barn owned by Joe Belcher, located on Highway 94 East, was destroyed by fire last night, according to
reports by the Calloway County Fire Rescue Unit. The rescue squad was called after the barn was already 
engulfed in
flames, and personnel protected nearby buildings from the fire. The barn had been purchased by Belcher and plans 
were— -
to move the structure to another location and restore it.
Staff Photo bv David 101
900 Students Take Advantage
Of Learning Center At MSU
More than 900 students at Murray
State University during the fall
semester took advantage of the
academic assistance offered in the
Learning Center through four
programs — reading and study skills,
writing, mathematics, and tutoring.
Although a majority t/f the students
who used the service in the fall were
freshmen, according to' Dr. Jody
Anderson, director, the programs are
open to other students as well.
"A major goal is to provide the
foundations necessary for maintaining
standards of academic excellence," she
explained, "and naturally these
foundations are best laid in the fresh-
man year. But there are circumstances
when more advanced students can
definitely benefit."
Established during the spring of 1976
and funded partially by the Advanced
rnstitutional Development, Program,
the Learning Center on the third floor of
the Special Education Building has
grown steadily as word of its successes
has spread.
A typical comment was volunteered
by one student in the tutoring program
during the fall: "I would not have made
it through my compliter science course
without my tutor. And the. program
really helped me to understand what I
was doing — not just get a grade."
Statistics show that about 23 per cent
of the students in the tutoring program
during the fall improved by two letter
grades, while another 48 per cent im-
proved by one letter grade.
(See Learning, Page 10)
Open Forum To Be Held
At Murray State Friday
City and county officials, business
and professional leaders and other
interested individuals will have an
opportunity Friday, Feb. 11, to see what
has been and is being planned for the
future in the development of the
CCHS Speech Team
Wins Local Tourney
The Calloway County High School
Varsity Speech Team won first place
sweepstakes honors in the ninth annual
Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech Tour-
nament Saturday, at Murray High -
School.
Calloway placed first with 278 points,
Henry County, Tenn. was second with
169 points and Union County placed .
third with 138 points. Calloway's Junior
Varsity speech team placed fifth out of
a total of ten schools entered for
competition.
The Laker Varsity Speech Team had
Sunny and Cold
Sunny and cold today, high-from the
low to upper 20s. Clear and cold tonight,
low from near 10 to the mid teens.
Becoming partly cloudy and a little
warmer Tuesday, high in the mid 30s.
Wednesday partly sunny and warmer.
17 out of 18 team members qualifying
for the final round. The Jr. Varsity had
five qualifing for finals.
Individual_honors were won by the
following team -members: Meleah
Paschall and Karen 'Edwards were
second and third in exteinp.; Johnny
Brinkley was first in oratory; uinger
Mitchell was third in solo-acting; Sheila
Darnell and Kim-Kemp were first and
second in prose; Rick Cunningham and
Tim Feltner were first and third in
story telling; Terri Erwin was third in
dramatics; James Bibb was second in
humorous intern.; Luana Colson and
Tammy Feltner were second in duet
acting.
The next tournament for the Lakers
will be Feb. 18 and 19 at Western
Kentucky State University. Speech and
debate Coach Larry England will have
85 eateries in the Western tournameit._. _
Contract Awarded For
Marshall Half Of 641
State Transportation Secretary John
C. Roberts has announced the award of
a second, tnulti-mIllion-dollar contract
for the four-laning of US 641 between,
Murray and Benton.
This lates't contract calls for grEding
--Pa-drainage- vonstruction, along with
Some incidental surfacing,,for 5.6 miles
torth from the Calloway-Marshall
County line to within about one mile of
the southern city limits of Benton.
• It was awarded to the R. R. Dawson
licit:10'C°. of Bloomfield and Jim Smith
Contracting Co. of Grand Rivers on a
bid of $4,044,393, following a bid-
letting held here on January 20 by the
Kentucky Bureau of Highways.
A prior contract, awarded last month
to the same two firms, will provide for
similar work along another 5.4 miles of
,US 641, south into Calloway County
from the • Calloway-Marshall County
line. The cost of that contract also was
just over 84 million,
According to Roberts, the entire 11-
mile project is expected to cost more
Than $18 million to complete. It is being
funded 70:30 with federal-state money.
However, said Roberts, it is expected
to benefit development in the Murray-
Benton area "immensely."
-For one thing, not only is it certain
to facilitate tourist traffic in and around
the Kentucky Lake area where some of
the state's best boating, sailing and
fishing can be found, but I wouldn't be
too surprised to see the amount of that
traffic actuallyincrease," he said.
-Among other- contracts-awarded ine
Western Kentucky listed by county are:
-- Graves County — Blacktop sur-
facing on 8.1 miles of KY 131 between
the Purchase Parkway and KY 849. The
contract was awarded to Ken-Tenn
physical facilities at Murray State
University.
An Open Forum will be held at 10
a.m. Friday in the Racer Room on the
playing field level of Stewart Stadium
for this purpose, Murray President
Constantine W. Curris has announced.*
Special invitations to attend have
gone to Murray Mayor John Ed Scott
and members of the City Council,
County Judge Robert 0. Miller and
members of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court and to members of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce. Other.
interested individuals also are invited
Both short and long-range campus
construction programs will be
discussed by President Curris, Vice
President for Administration and
Finance Thomas B. Ifirgiriamp and —
Larry Bartlett, director of campus
planning.. Architects' sketches,
drawings and models of proposed
facilities also will be displayed and
discussed.
Among the projects to be discusied
will be the new pedestrian overpass
over Chestnut at North 15th Street, the
proposed new student center and the
industry and technology building, the
renovation of Wells Hall, the new
university library 'currently wide*
construction, the new tournament-type
tennis courts, the new heating and
cooling plant as well , as proposed
parking areas and future pedestrian
and vehicular traffic patterns through
and around the campus.
LAKERS WIN—The Calloway County Speech Team took first place honors at the Nathan B. Stubblefield Speech Tour-
nament held here Saturday. Team members are, front row, James Bibb, Tim Feltner, Ginger Mitchell, Meleah Paschall
Karen Edwards, Gail Tucker, Tammy Feltner, Ricky Cunningham, Sheila Darnell, Kim Kemp, Terri Erwin, and John BrinkleN
Second row, Kathy Lovett, Chandra Watkins, Jim Hudspeth, Jo Beth Norwood, Debbie Thomason, Patty Robinson, johnno
Brandon, Mike Rogers, Jane Greer, Melissa Brinkley, Brigitte Bynum, Luana Colson, and Chuck Harrison. Back row, Tern,
Sledd, Lesa Hoke, Kim Starks, Jackie Parker, Tammy Lax, Beth Yancy, and Glynis Tabers.
assistant, Mrs. Thage Uddberg.
Former Crusade chairmen, Mrs.
Aubrey Hatcher and Mrs. D-wight
Crisp, will serve as counselors for the
Crusade.
Gene Napp, area representative,
Paducah, met with the board and
stressed the importance of education
and service projects in the community
Mrs. Edwin Strohecker, chairman of
the Delta Department, was also
present. - -
A specific Crusade date-for April will
be forthcoming from the co-chairmen
Envelopes for the Memorial Fund of
the ACS are available at the local
funeral homes, or persons may call
Miss Lorene Swann, 753-1760, for ad-
ditional information.
Construction Co. on a low bid of
$138,087.
— Blacktop surfacing on 1.6 miles of
roads which are described as follows:
one mile of US 45 extending south from
the bridge over the Illinois-Gulf
Railroad; three-tenths of one mile of
KY 121 extending west from US 45; and
two-tenths of one mile of KY 1628
between Walnut Street and South
Street. Successful bidder on the project
was Ken-Tenn rtitittruction Co.
($54,562).
— Trigg County — Blacktop stir-
facing on 2.6 miles of-USW between KY
1489 and the Little River Bridge.
Successful bidder on the project was
John Woodruff Construction Co., of
Cadiz, with a bid of $71,092.
— Blacktop surfacing on 2.6 miles of
US 68 between KY 453 and the Cum-
berland River. The contract was
awarded to John Woodruff Construction
Co- on-alovi bid of $58,096.
— Repairs to the bridge over Lake
Barkley on US 68. S. L. Given, Inc., of 7
Caneyville, was the successful bidder
($39,372). '
— Marshall County — Blacktop
surfacing of 3.3 miles of US 68 between
Jonathan Creek and KY 80. The con-
trad was awarded to Jim Smith
. Contracting, Co., of Grand Rivers, on a
low bid of $82,066.
1977 Campus Lights To
Be More Like Original
When the curtain goes up on the 40th
annual version of "Campus Lights" at
Murray State University Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday evenings, the
traditional student musical production
will have gone full circle.
Begun in 1938 as a musical revue, it
evolved through the years into a
Broadway-type show. But the up-
coming performances to begin at 8:15
p. m. in Lovett Auditorium revert to a
style of comic entertainment more like
the original.
John Goode.. Cadiz __senior and
director,: said the change-of-pace has
been prompted by a number of requests
to go back to a variety show — "and the
40th anniversary seemed to be a logical :
time to experiment with that idea."
Special Events Planned For *
Black History Week At MHS
Special events have been planned in
observanee of Black History Week by
the all blacks of Murray State
University during the coming week,
according to Patricia Petty, one of the
coordinators for the activitieS.
Sunday at -730 p.m. a program was
held entitled -Truth Light and Way"
with Jerry Stanley, Michael Lowery,
Renee Palm, Alvia McLean, and J. P.
Hale as seminar speakers.
An African I/ay program will be at
7:30p. m. Monday at the Student Center
at MSU.
Tuesday at 7'30 p. M. a Fashion and
Talent Show will be held at the United
Campus Ministry building.
Four black films will be shown in the
Student Center anclitorituh on Thursday
at six p. m.
Friday's program at 7:30 will be skits
and plays in the auditorium of the
United Campus Ministry building.
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from two to six p. m. on Saturday at the
United Campus Ministery building. At
7:30 p. m. Saturday in the Student
-Center auditorium the Plymouth-lair—
City: Players, dramatic cast from
Louisville, will present the play.
"Black." A dance with a disc jockey
will follow the play at the UCM
building.
These events are all free to the
public, according to Ms. Petty.
He added that the future format of
"Campus Lights" will probably, _be
determined to a 'great extent by the
reaction tothis year'sshew.
"It is very much a turn-around from
the Bicentennial show of 1976," said
Goode, who also directed that
production. "And variety is the key
word — both in music and in the eight
separate comedy sketches."
Beginting , and ending — with
"Moonlove," the song that has served
as the prologue-epilogue melody for 40
seasons, the show includes 26 numbers
ranging froth Cole Porter-to George
.Gershwin to Barbra Streisand, with
selections ' from "Godspell" to "Pip-
pan" to "West Side Story" and music in
styles from Barry Manilow to
discotheque.
The eight vignettes are a variety too,
with each a complete plot in itself.
"Actually, the music and sketches
cover such a wide range that the ,show
this year will probably have appeal for
more people than other shows in recent
years," Goode went on.
"Campus Lights" will be about 30
minutes shorter than in 1976, according
to Goode, for' the convenience of people
who must drive some distance to get
home after it ends.
A new sound- system and some new
lighting will also improve the technical
quality of the production, Goode added.
One disappointment for him has been
the advanced sale of tickets. He
(See Campus Lights, Page 10)
Cancer Society Board
Of Directors Meets Here
The Board 'of Directors of the
American Cancer Society, Calloway
County Unit, sponsored by the Delta
Department- of the Murray Woman's
Club, held a planning session at . the
University Branch: of the Bank of
Murray on February 2 with Dr. Alice
Koenecke, co-chairman with Mrs.
Harry Sparks, presiding.
Duties of the following Board
members were discussed by Dr.
Koenecke: Crusade chairmen, . Mrs.
Henry Warren and Mrs. Robert Usrey;
Memorial Fund, Miss Lorene Swann;
secretary, Mrs. Garnett -Tones;
treasurer, Mrs. Stanford Andrus;
education, Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson;
publicity, Miss Hazel Tarry; crusade
14,11414,744•
Members of the Board of Directors of the American Cancer Society, Calloway County Unit, sponsored by the Dell
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, who met in a planning session are, left to right, Mrs. Stanford (Laurene) Andrus
Mrs. Garnett (Sadie Nell) Jones, Mrs. Harry (Lois) Sparks, Dr. Alice Koenecke, Mrs. Henry (Lemma) Warren, Mrs. Robert
(Eileen) Usrey, Miss Lorene Swann, Mrs. Ewen (Evelyn) Allbritten, and Miss Ha,rel Tarry. Members not pic tuned include Mrs
Aubrey ,(Juanita) Hatcher, Mrs. Thage (Robbie) Uddberg, Mrs. Stanford (Flo) Hendrickson, and Mrs. Dwight,(Maric1C risp.
Staff Photo!: David Hilt
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By Abigail Van Buren
1977 IN Ctnesoo Tnbunen 7 Naos SynO
DEAR ABBY: Does it pay to be a lady these days? I kept
steady company with a gentleman for eight years. He is
now 74 and I am 66. Ididn't believe in going all the way be-
fore marriage, and told him so repeatedly, so We just went
together and had nice clean fun.
r had a friend (about my age/ who was also a widow. She
had -a gentleman- friend with whom she traveled and spent
weekends. They were going all the way without any- pre-
married bee.
queen and having a ball.
Three months ago, my gentleman friend dropped me for a
woman who would go all the way. And after I went steady
with him for eight years!
To me,.adultery is adultery whether you're 16 or 70.
I ask you, does it pay to be a lady anymore?
A LADY
DEAR LADY: Only you can answer that question. If you
have regrets, it doesn't pay. If you haven't, it paid.
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow who lives alone. I am fairly
well to do and want for nothing. My problem is my son-in-
law. He has "sticky fingers." He has ripped me off several
times: cash from my purse (anywhere from $10 to $100 at a
time, and little things he can pick up. (Transistor radio,
camera, binoculars, etc.)
He and my daughter have two beautiful children, and it
would break her heart if she knew what kind of man she's
married to.
I'm afraid if I were to tell her she'd take his part, as she
probably should. Then I would be deprived of her company
and of the joy of seeing my precious grandchildren.
I don't know how to handle this. I provide them with so
many things they otherwise wouldn't have'. He is a fairly
good father and husband, but he is a spendthrift aria very
immature.
Is there some way lean puta stop ta-his stealing from me
without damaging the relationship between my daughter
and me?
NO VtrAY.OUT
DEAR NO WAY: Why must you tell her? Tell HIM. But
you had better be sure that your suspicions are correct be-
fore making any accusations.
DEAR ABBY: My husband tra*Is constantly by automo.-
bile. He is self-employed. Recently he took a female employ-
ee along on one of his trips. He asked my permission first,
and I agreed. The only stipulation .1-made was that if she
ever became a threat to our marriage he would let her go.
(We've been married over 25 years and have always had a
good, solid relationship.)
Within a few weeks I learned they have been sharing a
motel room. Both were indignant and insulted when I ob-
jected. My husband said it was strictly a business arrange-
ment. and he was only cutting expenses. They both insist
this is a common practice with traveling men. Maybe I'm
'behind the times, but I never heard of this before. Have
you'?
TENSE IN TOLEDO
DEAR TENSE: No. And if you hold still for that kind of
"economizing," may I suggest that you use the money he's
saved to have your head examined.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
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Murray State Lady Race'''.
will play Lambuth College at
5:15 p.m. and MSU men will
play Morehead State at 7:30
p.m. at Murray State
Fieldhouse.
Organizational meeting for
a local Y9u1g' Farmer
Association will be held at
seven p.m. at the Murray
Vocational Center.
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet with Mrs. Denny
Smith at 7:15'.m.
Bethany Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet in the Fellowship
Hall of the church at six p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian
Church, Main and Sixteenth
Sfreets, at 7:30 p. m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p. m.
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Thelma Warford at
7:30 p. m.
North Calloway Elementary
School FTC meeting is can-
celled due to the energy crisis
but may be rescheduled.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet at the home of Mrs. A. H.
Titsworth at 7:30 p. m. Annual
dues are payable at this time.
Monday, February 7
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at tho lodge
hall at 7:30 p. m.
Tuesday, February 8 -
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
in church parlor, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. Conrad
Jones, 1314 Wells, and
Maryleon Frost with Mrs.
John C. Winter, 805 North 16th
Street, all at 9:30 a.m., and
Faith Doran in the senior
youth room of church at two
p.m.
Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
at the home of Frances
Tuesday, February 8
Countryside Homemakers
Club will meet at Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Other
homemakers clubs scheduled
to meet include Paris Road
and Coldwater.
Auditions for Community
Theatre Group for Youth will
be at the Calloway County
Public Library from 3:30 to
5:00 p.m.
First Baptist Church
Women's Groups will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Calvin
Morris at nine a.m., H with
Mrs. Edgar Morris at ten
a.m., and III with Mrs. Earl
Miller at two p.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will be- open
-fromtenan. With ce p.111. for
senior citizens with lunch at-
noon and band practice at one
p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. B. D. Hall,
1210 Dogwood Drive East with
program by Mrs. James C.
Hart; IV with Mrs. Mike
Holton, 2107 Coldwater Road.




Club will meet with Mrs. 'Ed
Davis at one p.m. Other
homemakers clubs scheduled
to meet include Pottertown,
Harris Grove, and South
Pleasant Grove.
Ladies day- luncheon and
bridge at the Murray Country
Club are cancelled due to the
energy crisis. _
Murray Open Duplicat-
Bridge Club will meet at sever
p.m. at Gleason Hair
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women
meet at two p.m.
Lunch for senior citizens
will be.. at North Second
Community Center at twelve
.Matarazzo at seven p.m. noon.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Bowling for -senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
First United. Methodist
Church Women's Circles will
meet as follows: Ruth Wilson
with Mrs. J. B. Wilson, 305
North Sixth Street at 7:30 p.m.
and Wesleyan with Mrs.
Gordon Moody, 525 South
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None of us are sorry to see
January leave us. It has been
hard on man and beast and
plants. There are some plants
that just do get by in our or-
dinary winter temperature,
such as Camellias and Gar-
denias. I don't know what such
a prolonged zero Cold will do to
them. Of course there will be
no blooms this year, but I am
hoping that the severe tem-
perature will not kill the plant.
I am especially concerned
about a Lost Franklinia that
was given tc me last fall.
When the Bicentennial
caravan went through Paris.
they sold plants of the Lost
Franklinia. It was discovered
two hundred years ago and
has never been seen in the
wild since.
The man who cut some of
the sprouts and reproduced
them named them for his good
friend, Benjamin Franklin.
My son brought ,me a beautiful
specimen and 11 treasure it
highly.
One good thing about the
unusual cold is that it may have
killed out some of the insects
that devour our spring
blossoms. Grubs and larvae
may have succumbed to the
cold. They say there is
something good in everything,
so surely we can find a help in
the snow and freeze.
In spite of the cold weather,
we must turn our thoughts to
f
spring, for it IS coming, and
we must be ready for it. Plans
can be made now that will
make the spring planting
much easier.
Did you ever try planting
Coleus under the trees in your
yard? Some trees whose roots
are near the surface make it
hard for plants to grow well,
but oaks, sweetgums and most
other trees have the roots
spread out far enough that
there is planting room bet-
ween them. Extra fertilizer
must be used, as the tree takes
up most of the strength. But it
makes a lovely sight with the
bright colors in a spot where
few other plants will grow.
You can leave the Coleus in
small pots if you like.
Tulips will also grow under
trees. Dig as deeply as you can
and put good soil around the
bulb. Try any small shade-
loving plant and it will sur-
prise yqtt.with an unexpected
beauty.'
Pti a new plant in your yard
or in a pot. Just so it is
something you have never
planted before or maybe,
never heard of. Read about it
and follow directions so it will
have a better chance develop
and do well.
Stick to, the tried and true,
but put out one that will give
you a thrill when it blooms I
love to experiment, just to see
'what happens
Pink And Blue Shower Held In Honor
Of Mrs. Tommy Jones At Brown Home
Mrs. Tommy Jones of
Lexington, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, was honored with a
pink and blue shower on
Friday evening, January 28,
at the home of Mrs. Robert
Brown of Wingo with Mrs.
James Perry as cohostess.
On arrival the honoree was
presented a carnation corsage
by the hostesses. Games were
conducted by the hostesses
before the honoree opened her
many gifts.
The living room was
decorated for the occasion
featuring an open umbrella
filled with multi-colored
balloons that hung in the wide
entrance. A bassinet with a
white lace skirt held the gifts.
Guests were served punch,
caire,--nuts, aritritrintr It` the
lace covered dining table
centered with a blue ceramic
bassinet that held an
arrangement of dried flowers
flanked with wooden can-,
delabra holding pink candles.
The cake was decorated with
pink and blue icing bibs,
safety pins, and pink sugar
baby shoes.
The hostesses presented the
basinet centerpiece to the
honoree.
Those attending were Mrs.
D. J. Murchison, mother of the
honoree; Mrs. Alvis Jones,
mother-in-law of the honoree,
Miss Lisa Jones and Mrs.
Larry Bell, sisters-in-law of
the honoree, all of Murray;
Mrs. Elmer Hixson, Mrs. J. P.
McClay, Mrs. Louise
Buckingham, Mrs. David,
Pirtle, Mrs. Robert Cherry,
Mrs. Angelo Murchison, Mrs.
Roy Maurer, Mrs: fr ant
Moore, Jr., Mrs. Torn Nanney,
Mrs. Bobby Harrison, and
Mrs. Steve Fly.
Fireplace Safety
The brisk winds of winter
make us yearn for the comfort
and pleasure of snuggling be-
fore an open fireplace. But
Barbara Tickner, safety expert
for CNA Insurance, cautions
that an estimated 6,000 per-
sons annually receive emer-
gency treatment for fireside
injuries.
Tickner offers the following
suggestions to help you safely
enjoy the old-fashioned de-
light of your fireplace:
• Thoroughly check your
fireplace and equipment— the
flue,, firebrick interior and
hearth — before the first fire
is lit to see that masonry,
mortar joints, grate or andi-
rons are sound. Crumbling
mortar is a common cause of
home fires.
• Always make sure tht
damper is open before lighting
a fire. Keep the damper open
until ashes are cool, a fire
that appears dead can still be
burning inside.
• A sturdy spark screen
that completely covers the
fireplace opening is essential.
Dangerous flying sparks often
result from burning pine and
other coniferous wood.
• Follow the instructions
on artificial logs. Burn only
one at a time and never add
one to a burning natural'
wood fire.
• Never soak home-rolled
newspaper logs in flammable
liquids of any kind.
• Never use a flammable
liquid to light or relight a
fire.
• Remember the poker or
tongs can get very hot and
should be placed on a fire-
resistive holder when not in
use.
Tips
• Don't burn trash or
wrappings. They can become
flying paper embers that
mettle on the roof. Aerosol
cans, light bulbs and some
plastics can explode in a
fire or produce dangerous
gases.
• Keep rugs, pillows,
newspapers, holiday wrap-
pings and other flammable
materials away from the
fire area and out of range of
sparks.
Tickner also reminds home
owners to make sure all fires
are completely out before
going to bed or leaving the
house. She says it also is a
good idis to leave the damper
open while sleeping to offset
the risk of accummulation of
poisonous gases or smoke in
the home. But remember to
close it the next morning
to avoid heat to when the
fireplace in not being used.
The CNA safety expert
says that if home owners
will only follow these guide-
lines they can be sure they're








Mrs. Janie D. Palmer, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Joyce L. Newcom,
1414'1 Vine, Murray, Charles
G. Clayton, 312 So. 9th.,
Murray, Lyle D. Wallice, Rt.
1, Dexter, Marshall E.
Gilliam, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Bertha Rice, Rt. 3, Cadiz,
Glenn N. Reeder, 1404 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothea
Veltman, Rt. 7 Bx. 153,
Paducah, Mrs. Dorothy M.
Crouch, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Amelia Taylor, 904-A East
Blyth Paris, Tn., Hatten P.
Lovins, No. 70 Hales Tr.' Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary S:
Rt. 4, Murray, Harold L.
Ballard, Rt. 1, Springville,
Tn., Mrs. Sallie E. Williams,
Rt. 6, Bx. 209, Murray, Bob R.
Starks, Bx. 11, Hazel, Harley
E. Craig, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Rosa N. Moss, 1111 Mulberry,
Murray, Mrs. Cluster P.
Willoughby, Bx. 57, Puryear,
Tn., Robert E.- Swann, 1309
Olive Blvd., Murray, Mrs.
Minta A. Tanner, Murray
Manor , Apts., Apt.-I-7,
Murray.
ATTENDS INSTALLATION
Mrs. Hafford James was
also a guest at the installation
held by Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls held at the Masonic Hall
on January 23. Her name was
















 Fraaces Drake 
FOR TIJFSDAY, FEBRUARY 8,077
What kind of day will tomorrow
be? To find out what the stars
say,.read the forecast given for
your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Aix. 80) Ir4r4
Financial matters favored —
especially in the a.m. On the
personal score, however, you
may run into a bit of difficulty in
a romantic situation.—
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:347
Confusion could result if you
misinterpret instructions,
miscalculate in any way. A day
for checking ALL situations.
GEMINI 
1144C( May 72 to June 21)
Attempts to alleviate an
economic situation should be
mgt_ aneregsfni pax_ _The_
resources of another may even
be at youi disposal. -
CANCER
(June M to July 23)
Opposition to your ideas could
cause some indecishieness but,
.if you're sure you'rean the right
track,..go ahead as planned.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ve4:g f
If you expect too mut*, day
may prove disappointing.,
Keeping your objectives within
reasonable bounds, however —
and working toward them only
— will be your winning ticket.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
An excellent period in which
to establLsh the basis for a more
settled way of life. Plan all
moves wisely and with future
security in mind.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ain
This could be a livelier day
than anticipated but YOU can
meet all situations with grace
and agility. Romance favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. M) 111/4V"
Atop performance needs only
your good management and will
power — rarely found wanting
in your Sign. Don't waste time
on nonessentials and, above all,
don't underestimate minor
gains.
efg0SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Some intriguing situations
are indicated, but certain
"dull" matters will require
attention nevertheless. Attack
with determination and a
realistic point of view. -
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to 'Jan. 20) Vi
An appropriate time for
reevaluation. Make sure of all
procedures. Review precedents
and experiences of others for
enlightenment. - •
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) TIi-
A fine outlook. Avoid the
unconventional, hasty or
erratic, however, You have real
ette)
s'pportunity to achieve; don't
Spoil it through indifference or
sporadic effort.
PISC'ES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You must realize your
limitations, of course, but DO
strive to widen your boundaries,
broaden your horizons. Your
imagination at a peak now.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly gregarious individual,
endowed with .great self-
reliance, a livelf imagination
and an unusually outgoing
personality. You combine ar-
tistry with practicality and can
execute,5 your truly brilliant
ideas With finesse and dex-
terity. Your talents are many,
butyou could evecially excel in
the fieTaii Of Journalism,
literature, science, painting,
music and the theater. You are
extremely ambitious, but must
be aareful not to undertake too
much or to scatter energies or
you 'rill capsize your boat. Your
sense of humor is outstanding.
RirthdatP Tecunk
seh Sherman, Union General,
- U.S. Civil War; Jules Verne and
John Ruskin. authors; Lana
Turner, film star.
Benefit Concert
At Martin To Be
- On February 14
The University of Tennessee
at Martin chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iota, professional music
fraternity for women, will




will feature the romantic
music of Johannes Brahms.
The performance will cover a
wide selection of Brehm'
diverse works including
songs, the horn trio,
.Liebeslieder Waltzes and
piano and cello solos.
Admission will be fifty cents
for children, seventy-five
cents for students and $1.25 for
adults with proceeds going to
the SAI Foundation and the
UTM piano fund. The program
will he presented in the UTM
Fine Arts Theatre.
Quickly made: commercial
sour' cream and mayonnaise
plus crumbled blue cheese stir-
red together for a dressing for
salad. You can use the in- \
gredients in the proportions
that are available or that you
prefer.
fr.,
It Costs So Little To Save cA
A Professional 8x 10
Color Portrait only 8W
• Choose from our selection of eight scenic
and color backgrounds.
• Select additional portraits and save uk to
3 compared to 1975 prices.
• See our new large Decoratbr Portrait.
• Your complete satisfaction guaranteed or
your money cheerfully refunded.
No obligation to buy additional portraits
One sitting per subject-51 per subject for
additional subjects, groups, or individuals in
the same family. Persons utVer 18 must be
accompanied by parent or guardian.
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Feb. 8,9, 10, 17, 12
Daily: 10 AM - 8 PM
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Murray and Calloway County
has been saddened during the
past two weeks with the deaths
of two long time Murray
businessmen, Vernon Hale,
Jan. 29, and Gingles Wallis,
Feb. 5.
The two men had, for -many
years, operated dry goods and
pharmacy businesses on. the
north side of the court square.
Mr. Hale had been in the dry
goods, clothing and general
-irferthatidise business for fifty- He was a member the
---three.years prior to retiring in—American Pharmaeeutival
1967. At the time of his
retirement he was serving as
manager of the National
Stores, Inc., at the same
location he started in business
with his father, the late 0. T.
Hale.
The National Stores manager
had given his services to the
community by serving on the
Murray City School Board from
1930-1942, the Murray City
Council from 1943-1954, and the
Murray Electric Power Board
from 1947-1954. He was also a
long time member of the
Murray RotaryN-Club and the
First Christian thyrch.
Mr. Wallis had been in the
pharmacy business, WAs
Drug, since 1935 until his
retirement in 1975. He earned
his degree in pharmacy in 1930,




Kentuckian in Pharmacy" by
the University of Kentucky
College of Pharmacy. He was a
graduate of the University of
Tennessee. He served as
president of both the Kentucky
Board of Pharmacy and the fir-
st district of the Kentucky
Pharmaceutical Association.
Association and the National
_Association of Retail
Druggists.
Mr. Wallis had served as a
member and on the board of
Stewards of the First United
Methodist Church, as a director
of the Bank of Murray, and as a
member of the Murray Rotary
Club and Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons. He
served as chairman of the
board of the Murray Electric
Plant for eight years.
Both Mr. Hale and Mr. Wallis
were held in high esteem by the
people of Murray and Calloway
County as they served their
public in the business world and
in private life.
We extend sympathy to the




HEARTLINE is a service for senior
* citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens_ will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed In
this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband is 67
years old and he has a heart condition.
It is,very likely that he is going to need
a heart pacemaker. Will Medicare
cover this? J. T.
ANSWER: Yes. To assist you in
receiving a cdmplete understanding of
this rule arid the other segments of the
Medicare program, Headline has
developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book is . in easy-pi-
understand, question-and-answer form
and large print. It has a sample
Medicare claim formand instructions
on how to fill it out, plus an explanatjon
of the reasonable charge ruling under
phrt B of Medicare.
To order, send $1.50 to "Headline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
Wes; Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. This has
ari..J unconditional money back
guarantee. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am a common-law
wife and we live in a state which does
not recognize common-law marriage.
My common-law husband is the father
of my children. Are our children
eligible for benefits on their father's
- earnings record? J. N. - - -
ANSWER: They may be. In many
states a child born of a corrution.law
Marriage may . be recognized for
inheritance purposes even if the state
does_ not recognize the validity of the
• conlinon-law marriage. If the child has
inheritance rights with respect to Iii„t_Murray to fill the vacancy created by
father and he is living, with or
receiving contributions from his father,
he can receive dependent children's
benefits.
Even if the child is not eligible under
the applicable state law, there are four
oter alternatives. IT yo ar common-Iasi
husban—d has been declared the father
by a court action or ordered to pay
support because he isThe father, or if he
has acknowledged: the children in
writing, the children can qualify.
• In addition, if you have other
evidence to show that he is the father of
your children and he is living with or
contributing to the support of the
children, they can qualify for benefits
on his earnings redord.
HEARTLINE: I have recently'
purchased some toys for my grand-
children. -Sorne of these look like they
may be quite dangerous, while others
also look cheaply made. I was won-
.
dering if you know of any organization
or governmental agency that has a
newsletter or literature on the safety
and quality of products on the market
today. P. T.
ANSWER: There are many
publications and various governmental
agencies which provide information on
the safety and quality of products
currently being sold. Heartline has
compiled a list of some of the available
literature. For this free list, send a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope
to Heartline, Dept. 80, 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
10 Years Ago
A first class honor rating was
awarded the 1966 Murray High School
Tiger Yearbook in the 46th All
American Yearbook Critical Service of
the National Federation Press
Association. Steve Douglass was editor
of the Tiger.
Charles Thomas Williams, 18 year
old son of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Williams, has enlisted in the United
States Marine Corps in the Delay
Program.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J. C.
Vandyke, age 82, and James Robert
Camp, age-43.
Carol Lynn Rolfe and Dan- Morris
Boaz were married January 29 at. the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy, Johnny
Harold, to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Burkeen on January 26.
- • - •
20 Years Ago
Dr. James Hart has been named to
the Board of Directors of the Bank of
the death of 8Imus Beale.
Work on Woods Hall, new women's
dormitory at Murray State College, is
now about 98 per cent complete, ac-
cording to Rex Huie, construction
superintendent.
A--spectal featife story„ written-by--
Jim Dumas, on the Paradise Friendly
Home at Bell City is published today.
Robert Barrett, Charles Byers,
Jimmy Thompson, Walter Lee Steely,
and Gerald Cohoon of the Murray
Training SoOl Future Farmers'. of
America Cha t*r participated in the
Second Annual ark Tobacco Judging
contest held at Ligon Loose Leaf Floor,
Mayfield.
The' local beauty shops Made plans
for National Beauty Week at the
meeting held at the Charm Beauty
Shop, according to Eloise King,
president of the local hairdressers
association.
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VAN CURON
Aig•ef Or .N 4)t
Concern Expressed
Over Ohio Flood
By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT — While Gov. James
Rhodes of Ohio was so apprehensive
about a flood in the Ohio River Valley
last week that he asked for a meeting of
all governors of states bordering the
river, spokesmen for the U. S. Corps of
Engineers at Cincinnati and Louisville
wondered where Rhodes was "getting
his information."
Citizens along the Kentucky and
Cumberland Rivers are always ap-
prehensive about flood conditions
during weather such as this since a
warm rain on the snow pack in the
mount:Mast-of Eastern-Kentuckyilvbere-
the streams originate, always holds the
potential of flood conditions.
The Big Sandy River that is headed
up in Pike County always is susceptible
to flood conditions in weather like this.
However, spokesmen for the U. S.
Corps of Engineers in both Louisville
and Cincinnati see no prospect of a
flood, although there is "always a
possibility."
John Lane, public relations specialist
with the Corps of Engineers in Cin-
cinnati, says he sees no danger of
flooding in the Ohio River Valley from
the long range weather forecasts
available to trim._ _
Martin Pedigo, in charge of public
relations with the Corps of Engineers in
Louisville, said last Thursday he sees
no danger of flood, and he too wondered
where Governor Rhodes was getting his
information. -
Pedigo said if all of the snow that has
fallen in Kentucky along the Ohio were
reduced to water, "it would amount lo 
about an inch and a half of rainfall."
Pedigo said-the problem on the Ohio
River is that there isn't enough water in
the river to support normal barge
traffic. Barges have been delayed in an
area about 25 miles on the river near
Paducah. Ice has been one of the big
problems in moving propane gas, fuel
oil and salt for highways and other
necessary items to fight this unusual
winter.
Traffic began to move Thursday on,
the River after gates at the locks were
raised to build up a pool of water bet-
ween locks on the river.
Lane said all of the reservoirs in the
Ohio Riper- Basin, along -the..-_:Ciant-
berland, Kentucky and Big Sandy
Rivers are drawn down for the season
low and -they sholild be able to take
- care of any- excess water". in case of a': -
big rain on top of the snow in the
mountains.
There are 70 reservoirs in the Ohio 
-River Basin,- 8 on the Cumberland
River and three on the Big MIATTie
• seems to think these reservoirs could
handle a normal rainfall on top of the
snow. 'it would have to rain a whole lot
and for a long period" to flood, he said
from the information he has. - -
• 'We would get a pretty good warning
from the weather service," Lane said.
, Ewell Balftrip or The 'Harlan Daily
Enterprise said people in his area are
apprehensive about a _flood. "This is
virtually the same pattern we had in the
big flood in 1963 and the flood that-hit
New Years Eve in 1970;7 he said.
Poor Fork and Clover Fork merge in
'dosafown Harlan to form- the Tim-
berlan'd River. Balltrip said about 12
inches of snow has fallen in the valleys
during January, but on - Big Black
Mountain the snow measured 30 inches
and varied on other mountains in the
area.
"There's enough snow in the
mountains to cause a flood if we get a
his rain," -Biditripsaid.-•-Vie-dorethave
any reservoirs here to contain flood-
waters."
Lane said while Pennsylvania, W
Virginia, and Ohio had More sno
Kentucky, he still doesn't
threat of flood on the 0 one..
reaspiL is that the ter and its
tributaries are low use of the
prolonged dry sea e area.
Letters To The Editor
Thanks Fire Department
Dear Editor; •
I would like to thank the members of
the Murray Fire Department for such..
prompt and efficient service that they
are rendering to wart city. I use this
means to convey $1), appreciation
because I do not know the names and
the addresses of all the men who
responded to our call early Tuesday
morning. _
Perhaps others might profit by our
mistake. Because of the energy crisis
we are trying to keep our thermostat
down to between 63 and 64 degrees and
to ensure more comfort when we are
hotne long enough we have been using
the fireplace some. After we were sure
that the fire had gone out the other
night and no smoke would be coming
into the house, alio to conserve heat, by
not letting our heat go up the chimney
we closed the damper.
Next afternoon, thinking there was no
fire or coals at all in the fireplace.
someone placed some waste paper_ in
the fireplace thinking that it could just
be burned up when the fire was started
again. Some 30 hours after we thought
the fire was completely out and had
closed the damper some little coal !ri
there ignited the good amount of paper
thrown in The smoke not, being able to
gpup the chimney, filled the house with
smoke waking us up about 4 a. m.
We searched for the cause
everywhere including ttfj fireplace but
there was no sign of any smoke or fire
in there. We were afraid that perhaps
there might be a fire in the attic that
would burst into flames should we open,
it up and give it -mlire oxygen, so
thought we better call the fire depar-
tment and explain, this we did and they
responded promptly.
We were really chagrined when alter
searching everywhere no sign of fire
could be 'found and finally realized
where the smoke had to have come
from, but of course were so happy and
thankfuLtaknow that the house was not
on fire. The man graciously used their
huge exhaust fans to help us get the
smoke out of the house which helped so
much, and have offered to spray to get
the smoke smell out of our house should
it. be necessary, this we- greatly ap-
preciate.
The moral of this story is - don't put.
anything into the firePlaceiiiitil you are




I am very much interested in the
prelent.energretisis and short:Wand'
suggest the following ways to conserve
energy: •
Keep homes on 65 degrees in the
daytime and 60 degrees at night. as I
am doing. Cut out all Sunday openings
of siores except one drug store to buy
medicine and supplies for the ill The
local drug stores can alternate.
I am 60 years old and I have survived
without shopping on Sundays, and I am
sure the clerks who are forced to work
had rather attend church, rest and be
with their families on the Lord's day.
Turn off street lights early. and all
unnecessary display Ifid outside lights.
,This would save lots4precimet energy.
• Cut out all air-co "tioning over the
entire United States. Our health would
be much better. -
-
Bible Tbou(ria
And, behold, there was a man
named Joseph a OM-senor; and he,
was a good Inan, and a just: Lute'
23:50.
God always has His prepared r• ,
for the right occasion. Are you
pared for Him to use you. on st,, 2:1
notice, - - - • ,
I worked my way through nurses
traialog in 1937,.21938... 19392_ withold
wages and alz-Tondltioning, 7 days a
week, for my roam. and board and I
survived. All the schools I attended
were not air-conditioned. We are get-
ting too soft.
Yours truly,





Murray_Letioger & Times Editor
A warming trend has been forecast
for Kentucky later this' week by the
National Weather Service in Louisville.
That's one prediction we tlope the
weatherman gets right.
The warming trend is expected to
begin today and the temperature is
predicted to gradually ease up into the
Mis by Thursday.
That'll be tolie tödtfrus.
0+0
If you call youFaillirresiztraffs office
it Washington and- are .told, "He's on
the floor," and not available; don't. get
-the wrong ideii.
It's simply some of the jargon used by
members of Congress and their staffers
on Capitol Hill according to
"Congressional Action," legislative
newsletter of the Chamber of Corn-
merce of the United States.
"To the uninitiated, the response,
'He's on the floor,' may well be
misleading," says the newsletter. "To
those familiar with Congressional
terniinology it simply means that the
member is in—the Senate or House
Chamber, as the case maybe."
The newsletter also explains a
number of such terms, including
"hopper," sulchhasnothingtodowith •
table hopping, freight cars or skips and
bounces. It means: "A wooden box near
the Speaker's rostrum in the House into
which Representatives drop bills when
introducing them."
0+0
Thu -young marrieds had at last oh-'
tamed a flat in a suburb of London, and
the new groom was hanging pictures.
There was a certain photograph of his
wife which be—decided must go up, but
which Was too small to suspend by wife.
So he got a substantial hail and
'hammered it into the wall. There carhe
a knock at the door.
"It's Mr. Walton," said his wife,
running to the window. "Your ham-
mering must have bothered him. You
must apologize."
Her husband started to but the neigh-
bor cut in.
"Oh," he said, cheerily, "I don't mind
the noise. I only came to ask a favor."
Certainly," said the husband, "what
Is it?"
"I wonder," continued Mr. Walton,
"if you'd allow me to hang a picture on




The urray State Racers will meet
ead _State in an OVC basketball
ame at 7:30 p. m. The Lady Racers
will meet Lambuth College at 5:15 p. m.
Both games will be playea in the
..Fieldhouse.
Between 400 and 500 West Kentucky
students from 16 high school chapters of
the Kentucky Association of the
Distributive Education Clubs of
American ----- iDECA) are expected to
attend_ qv...Career Development Con-
ference of Regions I and II at Murray
State University. •
Wednesday, February 9
The Murray State Racers will meet
Oral Roberts University in a non-
conference basketball- game-at 7:30 p. •
m. in the Fieldhouse.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
. February 10, 11, and 12
The Alpha Gamma Rho Semi-Annual
Tractor Pull will be held at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center on College Farm Road at 7p. m.
For additional information, call 753-
2943.
The 40th annual production of
Campus Lights will be presented each
night. at 8:15 p. m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Advance tickets may be
purchased for $3 each at the Student
Center or the office of Prof. Richard W.
Farrell, chairman of the Department of
Music, in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Today In
Today's Monday, Feb. 7, the 38th day
of 1977. There are 327 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:"
On this. date in 104.5„ President
Franklin Roosevelt, British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet
Premier Joseph Stalin met at Yalta on
the Black Sea, to shape the post-war
future.
On this date:
In 1778, Daniel Boone and 27 others
were captured by Indians at Blue Lick,
Ky.
In 1812, the English writer Charles.
Dickens was born in Portsmouth,:
Center. tickets also will be iVlilable at
the door each night of the show.
Friday, February 11
through Sunday, February 23 .
On exhibition in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center will be:
photography by Kathryn Dugger,
Owensboro; ceramics by Kathleen D.
Gallagher, Radcliff, Ky.; and ceramics
by Diane M. Friedrich, Louisville. The
public is invited to view the exhibits
during the gallery's open hours.
Friday, February 11
through Wednesday, March 9
A competitive - photography
exhibition of 171 photographs selected
from more than 1,000 entries will be
shoirn in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
the Fine Arts Center. The 'public is
invited to view the exhibit.
Saturday, February 12
• The Winter Olympics, sponsored by
Murray State University and the
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce,
will begin at 8 a. m. and end at 3p. m. in
the Fieldhouse. The Olympics are open
to all mentally handicapped individuals
eight years of age and up. The com-
petition lain a wide variety of events.
For additional information, contact
Mrs. Billie Downing at 762-2446.
Sunday, February 13
A junior piano recital by Kathryn
Crow of Kennett, Mo. will begin at 2 p.




In fire virtually wiped out
downtown Baltimore.
In 1941, in World War II, British
forces captured the port of Bengasiin
Libya.
In 1948, General Dwight Eisenhower
resigned as Army chief of staff. He was
succeeded by General Omar Bradley.
In 1962, 298 miners were killed in a
coal mine 'explosion at Saarbrueeken.
Germany.
Ten years ago:- A blinding blizzard,
the worst in two years, swept in front-
.. the Atlantic, savagely punishing the
*Northeast and crippling big cities. •
The Murray Ledgertz Times
Murray ledger Tmes ts,publiNhed
e-eyr, afterno,r.r. ebt Rfui'da,,s, July 4 tinn,t
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Murray 'Ye w‘paper, Inc_ 103 N 411 St Murray
Ky 42071
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- year -By mail to other destinations. $321.0 per
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Let's Stay Well
New Hair Transplimt Operation
Q: Mr Si Vt. :19 years ot age
has early balitnuss, which runs in
his family He Says he has heard-
that . operation - has been
developed That is more six-
- cessfurthan the punch grafts.
and he would like to know more
about it
arf correct .about the
operation for baldness -11----has
been in we for Aciut 10 years
principally in South America
and Europe This procedure Ls
becoming more ad more PoPu-
-lig in the United States
a. •
. •
By F..1 6 Blasingame. M.D.
The operation is useful when
the patient.has a healthy grout)
of hair on the sides and back of
his walp Surgery is ca ed out.
usually in three stages ti mov-
ing a strip or flap of hair-beanng
scalp from the side .and back
part of the heal 1d.lhe held area
Healing is often prompt, ,irel
hair growth Ls quicker and more
cstensii e, thah tarth punch
Lir aft.s hot punch' grafts may be
tth the flap pro-
& to get the he,3 iesuft!..
1 - •
Preferably such
should he done by a expen-
. s irgeryeci.
enced operates who ialues...
in connetuc and plastic sirge.ry
eep Your
Head C d
Q: Mrs G K thinks it is unease
to trt to in SW* • and go
harehearled in cold weather and
she arks for comMent -
A. You are correti in saying
that the head, face and -neck
should, be protected against
severely kw temperatures.
Althoughese are* repre-
sent only abAut 10 per ctent of the
body'," surface. they' hal:* a'rich
blood supply and can accoUnt for
up to 40 per cent of all beat kisis
at tow temperatures especially
when the wind-chill factor
„ca.isses the temperature to fall
beloW zefo
Long hair and beards have
been—helpfur Out keeping your,
head icovered will 'keep vol
warm Head coverings an hi.
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'Trick Shots' Help In Murray State Win
TRICKY RACERS—The Racers were pulling off some outstanding "trick" shots Saturday. On the far left, Grover W00104(10)
shoots the ball over his head as he sails backward after taking on assist from John Randall. In the middle, Randall brought the
crowd to its feet by miraculously making this shot on the break. Randall was already under the bucket when he let the ball go and
he is about ready to crash to the floor. Watch the reaction of the crowd as Randall's shot is about to fall in. On the right, 6-11
Danny Jarrett racks up a slam dunk while the Eastern players watch hopelessly.
(Staff Hates by Mike Irendea)
Racers Rip Eastern, Tied For Second
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
A few weeks ago, Grover
Woolard was having problems
on offense. According to the 6-
9 Murray State guard, he
wasn't concentrating when he
was shooting the ball.
There was plenty of con-
centration going op Saturday
night in the MSU Sports
Arena. Woolard was con-
:centrating when he was
shooting and Eastern Ken-
tucky was concentrating on
how to stop Woolard.
And as a result, Murray
State rolled to an impressive
89-81 win over Eastern to
remain in a two-way tie for
second place in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
When Woolard wasn't
shooting, he was picking up
assists and if he wasn't doing
either, he as doing an
outstanding•job of bringing the
ball up the court against the
man-to-man pressure applied
by Eastern's Kenny Elliot.
Woolard scored 22 points in
the game and it seemed that
every time the Racers might
be in trouble, Woolard would
hit his long jumper to pull the
Racers out of reach-
"I'm doing d lot more
concentration on my
shooting," Woolard said.,
"We're playing as a team
and moving the ball to the
open man and I just happened
to be the open man. Of course
we were all psyched up too
because we know we can't lose
a home game," ,Woolard
added.
For Racer Coach Fred
Overton. the game was a
highlight of his career.
"We have six goals,"
Overton said.
High School Contests
Moved To Sports Arena
By M. C. Garrott
In a cooperative effort between Murray State University
and local high school officials, 10 Murray and Calloway Coun-
ty High School basketball games will be played on six dif-
ferent dates this month in the university's Fieldhouse, Cal
Luther, the Murray State athletic director, has announced.
The Fieldhouse is heated by steam, Luther pointed out, ad-
ding that the university is providing the use of the facility to
the high schools at the basic charges, such as cleanup,
security and the availability of maintenance personnel.
The games to be played include:
Feb. 8 — Calloway County vs. L,one Oak at 8 p.m. with a
junior varsity game scheduled for 6:30 p.m.
Feb. 15 — Murray High vs. Mayfield at 6:30 p.m., and
Calloway County vs. St. Mary's at 8:30p.m.
Feb. 18— Murray High vs. Symsonia at 8 p.m. with a junior
varsity game at 6:30 p:m.
Feb.-22 — Murray High vs. Todd Central at 8 p.m. with a
junior varsity game at 6:30p.m.
Feb. 24 — Calloway High girls vs. Lone Oak girls at 6:30
p.m., and the Murray High girls vs. the Tilghman High girls
at 8 p.m. •
Feb. 25 — Murtay High vs. Fultbn County at 8 p.m. with a
junior varsity game at 6:30 p.m.
Officials from the two schools and the university worked
out the arrangement to conserve 'natural gas in helping to
meet the current energy crisis and to conform with city, state
' and national conservation directives, Luther said.
HAVE YOU
WRITTEN A BOOK?
Mr. John G. long the field editor of a well-known New York subsidy
publishing firm will be interviewing local authors in a quest for finished
maim/scripts suitable for book publication. All subjects Will be con-
yidered, including fiction and non-fiction, poetry, juveniles, religious
books, etc.
He will be in Mayfield in late March.
ff you have completed a book-length manuscript (or nearly so) on any
subject, and would hie a prpfessional appraisal (without cost or
obligation), please write immediately and describe your work. Vale .
whether you would prefer a morning afternoon, or evening ap-
pointment and kindly mention your phone number. You will receive a
confirmation by mail for a definite time and place.
Authors with completed manuscripts unable to appear may setid
them directly 10 us for a free reading and evaluation. We will also be
glad to hear from those whose literary works are still in progress.
Mr. Min C. 1. ong
Cadron 'Pras, Is
84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1 001 1
- Moor (212) 243-8/100-
"First, we wanted to win at
least 14 games to be assured of
having a winning season. Then
we want to win nine games in
the conference aril that would
get us into the conference
tournament.
"Then we want to win the
conference. That will give us
another banner up there and
we sure need a new banner.
Next, we want to win the OVC
Tournament and that will give
us another banner. -
"Fifth, we want to win the
Mideast Regional and then
sixth, we want to Win the
NCAA Tournament."
It would seem that the
second goal is all bot a reality.
To achieve the third goal,
Murray State would have to
win at Austin Peay in the OVC
Tourney in March and the
Governors have won 28 con-
secutive home games.
"Grover was just
phenomonal. When he gives
up the ball, he goes opposite
and if it's not reversed back,
he doesn't get it. But we made
two or three perimeter passes
and that way, we got the ball
back to him," Overton said.
Woolard was not the only
Racer who was impressive.
Junior guard Jimmy
Warren sacked eight of 11
from the field and grabbed off
five rebounds to boot in
finishing with li6 points. Junior
forward Mike Muff had some
crucial baskets in the final
minutes and finished with 17
points and eight rebounds.
Zach Blasingarne, who had
eight rebounds and some very
big offensive rebounds for
putbacks, finished with 12
points in an outstanding effort.
Junior center Danny Jarrett
scored eight points and
blocked four shots while
sophomore John Randall
scored eight points and twice
brought the capacity crowd to
its " feet with some super
moves.
Once, Randall zipped a pass
inside to Grover Woolard who
shot the ball over his, head,
with his back to the basket, for
two points. Once, Randall
went in on a break and was





County boys' basketball game
Tuesday night will be played
at Benton Junior High. -
Usually, when the Tigers
and Marshals play at Mar-
shall County, the game is
played at ._South Marshall.
The jayvee 'game is set to
begin at 6:30 p. m. .
Tonight, the Tiger girls will
play the Marshall County girls
at North Marshall Junior
High. '
•
the way under the basket and
still somehow managed to put
the ball off the glass and into
the bucket, sending the crowd
on its feet for a ovation that
lasted nearly a minute.
Particularly impressive
was 6-4 jumping jack Donnell
Wilson who came off the bench
to score six points and grab
five rebdiind in a short stint
of playing time.
,Leading 14-12 early in the
game, the Racers exploded for
eight consecutive points to
pull out to a 22-12 margin with
.12:43 left in the half. •
Eastern was never able to
close the gap to less than six
points.
With only a few seconds left
in the half and the Racers up
48-39, freshman guard Lenny
Barber went into the four-
corner offense.
Just before the buzzer,
Woolard swished a 20-footer
and the Racers walked off the
floor to a standing ovation and
a lead of 50-39 at intermission.
Twice int he second half, the
Racers led by 13 points.
Twice in the second half,
-Eastern, chipped the lead
down to four points. The last
time came at the 41-second
mark when freshman Dave
Bootcheck, a 6-8 center,
scored from 18 feet to make it
85-81.
Again, the Racers employed
the four-corner offense and
again, it worked as Warren
drove unmolested throught
the lane for an easy layup.
After Eastern missed a
chance to again cut the lead Co
four, the Racers pushed the
final margin out to eight
points as Mike Muff tipped in a
missed shot just before the
horn.
While Murray was
blistering the nets in the first
half on 22-35 from the field, it
was Eastern who got hot in the
second half and that is how
they managed to stay in the
game.
"We executed better on
offense in the first half than in
since I've coached
he erton said.
"We screened some people
and moved the ball and got it
backside. But in the -second
half, they got hotter than a
two-dollar pistol in a Saturday
night fight and we made some
errors on the break," Overton
added. •
Bootcheck, who scored 22
points in the second • half,
Lowers Age
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay
CAP) — The South American
Boxing Confederation has
lowered to 16 the minimum
age for official competition.
The organization, in its
annual meeting, said Sunday
that boxing was a good "in-
strument 4o channel the
natural aggressive instinct of
youth toward types of con-
trolled competition and for the
benefit of community."
AUTO RACING
DAYTONA, -Fla. — Hurley
Haywood, co-winner in 1973
and 1975, combined with John
Graves and Dr. David
Helmick in driving a Porsche
-Carrera to an upset victory in
the 24 Hours of Daytona
Endurance race.
SKEETER HITS— Donnell "Skeeter" Wilson came off the ben-
ch to pump in six points, including this jumper. He also hauled
down five rebounds daring his limitetpleKliertime.
finished with a game-high 27
to pace the Colonels while
sophomore guard Kenny
Elliot added 22, including a
pair of dunks. Elliot is only 6-0.
Murray finished the game
by hitting on 40 of 67 for a .597
clip while Eastern hit .513 on
35 of 68 from the field. The
Racers outrebounded the
Colonels 37-25.
Eastern dips to 5-11 overall
and 1-7 in the league. They
have the formidable task of
playing at Austin Peay
tonight.
Meanwhile, Morehead,
Which was blown out Saturday
at Austin Peay, plays in the
Sports Arena tonight.
In an earlier meeting at
Morehead, the Eagles tookcii
79-71 win over the Racers.
Austin Peay remains atop
the league race with a 7-1
mark while the Racers and
Middle Tennessee are 6-2 and
Morehead is 5-3. East Ten-
nessee lost at Bowling Green
Saturday and they fall to 4-4 in
OFF THE FOUR-CORNER—Jimmy Warren of the Racers zips in
the lane for two of his 16 points off the four-corner offense.
The bucket come in the final minute of the Racers' win over
Eastern.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brenden)
•*- the league.
Overall, Murray is now 14-5.
"I hope we play as well
against Morehead as we did
Eastern," Woolard said.
'`We want them. We want to
blow them out of the gym. We
didn't get any breaks up there
and we want them badly,"
Woolard said.
Woolard's 22 points boosts
his career total to 1266 which
places him eighth on the all-
time Racer scoring list.
_ •
Isshon laareelry
fg-fga ft-fts rb pf
tP
Oliver 
24 3-1 2 5 2Brooks 
Tierneysthep.FEali 11Dwane. eh e ck 
  13-18 1-2 11 3 27
9-183-7 1 3 23
0-0 0-0 0 1 0
 0-101 1 0 0
54 0-0 5 2 10
3-8 2-2 1 1 8
14 0-0 2 4 2
iftmilTotagls 35-68 2411-1? 251 190 841
Woolard 
fg-fga ft-fta it p6
11-17 04 3 0
Warren 8-11 04 5 1
Jarrett 4-4 0-3 3 1
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Wilson 
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Subscribers also base wet
received their home-defivered
copy of The Merrily Ledger &
roses by 3:30 p. m. Miuday-
triday or by 3:30 p. rn 0111 Satyr-
days are sated to cell 753-1116
betvreem3i30 p. m. end bp. on.,
libeilay-Friday, sr 3:30 p. m.
end 4p. rn. Saturdays, to insure
delivery of tbe newspaper. Calls
nunt be placed by 6 p. ii. week-
days or 4 p. in. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
Dr. Bryan L Thacker.
Is pleased to announce the association of
Dr. Ronald L Wuest








Tuesday -.9- 12 & 2-6
Wednesday - 9-9
Thursday - 9- 12 & 2-6
Friday - 9-9
Saturday - 9-12 Dr. Ronald Wuest
1
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Laker Boys And Girls Ripped
In Doubleheader At Tilghman
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Ledger and Times
Staff Writer
Uptthere at Paducah Tilgh.:
mantherhave a sign up an the
wall that-says something -like
"the "Blue ifornado welcomes
you!" Don't be deceived- They
don't mean a word of it!
What they do mean is they
have a real Tornado, blue or
otherwise, hidden away in the
labyrinth of rooms in the gym
which they bring out and turn
loose. on unsuspecting visiting
basketball teams.
Saturday night the Calloway
County Lakers visited the lair
of the Tornado after soundly
defe Dug FaruwtgtunPriday.
night. The meeting won't be
easijy forgotten.
----Tfighman-turieished=--- an
unmerciful attack on the
Lakers. They ran, shot,
rebounded and hustled their
way to an 88-68 victory over
the hard-pressed Calloway
five. It was legal murder on
the court as Calloway was
stunned by the awesome at-
tack of the Torn'ado.
The Tornado UK* charge in
the first quarter with a
veritable blitz of points and
determined defense along
with staking a claim to the
boards at both ends of the
floor. Playing more like a
machine- with 10 flailing arms
than a five man team, Tilgh-
man _exploded to a 224 first
quarter advantage and was
never threatened the rest of
the way.
"I was truely disappointed
-in, the--way-we--played
tonght," Laker coach Robert
Sid& said. "They were so
-1-InTac-h--qiii-Clier than we -wart.=
and they play a very physical
game." -
"They hit us about the same
way that Murray High did last
PROM THE CORNER-Susie Imes of the Ulcers fires up a shot
from the corner while teammate "Critter" McKenzie watches
the action in the Labors' loss at Tilghman.
College Cage Results
---By The Associated Press
EAST -
Army 76, Seton Hall 73
Boston Col 77, Fordham 76,
OT
Ehicknell 78, Delaware 75
Buffalo St 66, Akron 61
Columbia 92, Harvard 74
Cornell 76, Dartmouth 45
Holy Cross 90, St. Peter's 88
Lehigh-76,W Chester 69
Manhattan 78, Hofstra 77
Navy 76, Lynchburg 66
Nevada-Las Vegas 89, Rut-
gers 88
New Hampshire 68, Boston U
67
Pennsylvania 77, Yale 74, 2
OT
Princeton 70, Brown 52
St. John's N.Y. 72, Niagara 66
S Carolina 49, Temple 48
Syracuse 110, Northeastern 70
Villanova 74, Duquesne 61
SOUTH
Alabama 77, ISU 70
Appalachian St 66, Citadel 64
Elizabeth City 97, ylrglnla St
95
Florida 84, Georgia 71
Georgetown, D.C. 80, Loyola,
Chicago 70
- Kentucky 113, Vanderbilt 73
Louisville 111, Memphis St 92
Maryland 65, Duke 64, OT
Md-Baltimore Co. 82. Madi-
son 80 -
Mississippi 82, Mississippi St
67
Mississippi Val 74, Grambling
69
N Carolina 88, Furman 71
N Carolina St -81, -Georgia
Tech 71
Notre Dame 68, Davidson 57
Tennessee 93, Auburn 83
Wake Forest 80, Virginia 72
- MIDWEST
Bradley 80, Tulsa 78
Cent Michigan 96, Kent St 76
Creighton 90, Centenary 88
Dayton 86, Chattanooga 78
Detroit 85, Cincinnati Xavier
76
Evansville 85, Butler 82
Illinois 71, Purdue 70
Indiana 81, Michigan St 79
Iowa 90, Wisconsin 73
Kansas 91, Oklahoma 81
.Kansas St 73, Colorado 61
lic_hisan 93, Ohio St 72
Minnesota 79, Northwestern
53 '
.Missouri 97, Oklahoma St 75
Nebraska 66, Iowa St 51
FAR WEST
Air Force 80, Oklahoma City
77
Arizona .99, Arizona St 83 -
*San -Francisco 96, Nevada-
Reno 81
San Jose St 75, Long Beach
St 66







Louisville 68, Providence 64
MIDWEST
Cincinnati 63, Marquette 62
Saturday. We just couldn't get
into the game here tonight," ,
Slone continued.
Galloway's never-Say-die
Lakers tried gamely to make
a fight of it in the second
quarter.
Tommy Futrell did
yoeman's duty as he con-
stantly pestered bigger Tilgh-
man opponents and stole the
ball three times in the second
frame.
Lafer Mike "Wells Waged
war with the -Tornado inside
_going up on boards against
unbelievable odds. Wells put a
super block on Tilghman's
Shumpert late in the quarter.
One thing is for sure, if Mike
Wells is in the game he Will
really be "in" it.
. Paducah held the lead at the
half 44-23 scoring 22 points in
each of the first two quarters.
"Calloway' is a sound
ballclub but we just outplayed
them tonight," Tilghman
coach Berny Miller said. "It
was obvious that they had an
off night. They couldn't have
UP AND OVER-Felicia Pinner of the takers goes up and
over Leal° Greer (52) of Paducah Tilghman for two points. The
Laker girls were blasted by Tilghman 71-42
ISiatf Photos by lorry Drew)
Tilghman Explodes Late
To Romp By Laker Girls
By BARRY WILLIAM DREW
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Saturday night found the
visiting lady "Akers of
Calloway County up against
rugged - competition as they-
faced Paducah Tilghman in
the cavern-like Tornado gyte
Tilghman proved- to be too
much for the Lakers as they
posted a 71-42 win over the
Laker girls who put up one
heck of a good fight for three
-quarters in a losing effort.
In the first quarter Calloway
played the Tornado dead even
basketball with a super
performance by Susie Imes
who had three field goals from
the long range. With ad-
ditional tallies by Felicia
Pinner and "Critter"
McKenzie the Lakers finished
the quarter tied 12-12 with the
highly rated Tilghman girls.
The second quarter was
almost a replay of the first
quarter only this time it was
Rose -Ross doing the job for
Calloway. Ross was all over
the court ;running, shooting
and scoring six points as she
led the Laker charge.
Calloway battled to a 24-29
score at the half. The Lakers
were only down by five points
and really looking good.
Action in the third quarter
proved to be the undoing of the
Lakers: "
won 13 games and not have
anything."
"The Calloway game is
always a difficult one for us
but we were ready for therri
this time and we-had a- really
superior effort on defense.
Nothing went right for them
tonight. We were able to play
our game and score the pdints...:_
that we needed to win," Miller
continued.
In the third quarter the
Tornado Continued to roll up
the score and had the Lakers__. _
down 60-29 with 2:33 left on the
clock. Third quarter action
ended with Paducah holding a
.4.ommanding lead 66-33,
With 6:51 left in the fourth
quarter Tilghman led 70-35
and the outcome, considering
a 35-point lead and only a:
quarter to go, was alMost a
sure thing.
However this year's Laker "
team can never be counted.oUt
until the final buzzer. They
stormed back outscoring the
Tornado 35-22 in the- final
stanza. The late rush by the
Lakers wasn't enough' and
Tilghman coasted home for an
88-68 final score.
•'Our youth and inex-
perience shoaled tonight;_: _
Coach Sl6ne Laid. We are
Inconsistent and when we face
stiff competition like 'nigh-
. plan we get into trouble. As a-
ir team we are really not sure of
ourselves. Our kids are
capable of playing much
better basketball."
itl_ran't remember when we
had more balanced scoring,"
Coach Miller said. "We had
the same number' of points izie,
each quartet', which says a-
great--deal- about- the kind of
game we played."
Calloway drops to 13-9 with
the loss moving on to further




half loaded for bear.
It may have been the play of
Lauri Lynn in ,the third
quarter that did the deed for
Paducah as she accounted for
10 points from all over the
floor. Lynn is one good
basketball player, probably
one of the best in the state and
she really showed her colors
Saturday night with-a /5-point
performance.
The Tornado outscored the
Lakers 24-13 in the third
quarter and going into the
fourth period led by lfi at 53137
as time expired.
Fourth quarter action saw
the Tornado with the scoring
advantage 18-5 and a71-42
• victory over Calloway.
Calloway coach Marianne
Davis cleared her bench late
in the fourth quarter and her
young Lakers held the
devastating Tornado scoreless
over the last 3:28 of the fourth
quarter-which w.as_quite aleat
indeed!
"I'm really proud of the way
our kids played tonight,"
coach Marianne Davis said.
"They did a good job and
that's all you can ask. We







*Opening 11 A.M. Thursday Feb. 10th
(Hours during energy crisis 11 a.m. to ,5 p.m.)
*Southeast Corner Of The Court
Square TOO BIG-Big Chris Davis
• _
LOSE SOMETHING? -Richard Abraham (so) of Tilgh;non has a look of surprise on his face as he
is about to lose the ball to Mike Wells (45) of the takers. Also in the picture for the Lakers are
Jimmy Lomb (41) and Tommy Futrell (23).
Staff Photos by Berry Drew I
Morehead 'Knocked Out' By
Governors, Middle Escapes
By The Associated Press
Austin Peay, which had lost
three straight times to
Morehead, now knows how
sweet reve,nge can be.
"We definitely had revenge
on our mim1s AdAtin Pe/ir
guard Norman Jackson -said
after the Governors swamped
Morehead 92-73 Saturday
night in an Ohio Valley Con-
ference college basketball
game. "That helped bring-us
together."
AustiPeay; 74.in the OVC
and 17-3 over-all, retained first
place in the, c,onference with.
the victory: Murray' and
Middle Tennessee, also
winnersSaturday, are a game
behind . the Governors, and
Morehead is two games Off the
Austin Peay, which -never
fg 
ft pf , w .trailed against Morehead, 10-7
shonUinPev .s. 11 
15 --I 3 at over-ull and 5-3 in the - con-
Sutton 
7 . 5 1 19
4 2 2 10 ference, jUniped out to anAbraham
earliY lead and left the court atKelly  0 0 2 0
3 0 1 6
Moss intermission with,, a 49-31
Williams  
3 0 0 6
3 0' 2 6 advantage.
-TWO -- -  - 
• 0 2 1 2I UT 2
Gardner 
Owen 0 0 2 0 "They outplayed us all the
shy way around and were a
(1:111thloway 
37 12 15 88
2 0 0 1
Tilglunan 
6 '11 10 .15 As heckuva lot better than us
22 22 22 V. ER tonight - no ifs ands or buts,"
Corny said Morehead Coach Jack
Girls ‘ Schalow.-±'We didn't show  
I 
the-
class and character you need
11 to come back when you're
dawn. We had guys trying to
fg ft pf
Ross  ,4 0 4
Imes 5 1 4
Pinner. - 3 2 4
Mckenzie, M 2 2 2
McKenzie, C 3 1
Wyatt .. 0 0 1
Winchester 0 1 1
Overby, F. 0 0
Todd 1 0 1
Totals' 18 6. 19
Calloway 12 12 13 5-4
















fg ft pt tp
Olive 5 5 4 15
Lamb 0 0 2 0
Wells 5 4 4 14
Futrell . 12 3 2 27
McCatIon 3 t - t 8
Darnell  1 0 0 2
Garland 1 0 1 2








do it.liy themselves and you
simply cannot do that.-
The game was marred4 •
when, with 8:16 left, Austin
Peay's Gary Greene decked
Morehead's Craig Morris.
Morris was flat on his back for
ft pit tp
0 3 2-- Eddie McFarland3
2 2' 20






Tilghmon hauls in this
rebound while Jimmy Lamb of the takers and Delbert Shumpert
(20) of Tilghman also try for a piece of the ball. Watching for
the takers are Mike Wells (45) and Glen Olive (33). •
The Murray State track
team set a new record over the- -
weekend at the Indiana Indoor
Relays at Bloomington.
The two-mile relay team
finished second and recorded'
a school record dl
Tony Keener led off with a
1:56.8_ half-mile followed by
-Martyn Brewer_ with :52.9,
Freshman • - - -Chimes
recorded a 1:51.8 and Mitch
Johnston anchored . with a
1:54.5. Muiray had a lead of '.
seven yards going into the
final. leg.
' But heavily favored
Wisconsin caught Murray-and,
event, The Racers mi sed by
finished in 7:33.6 to rim the
three seconds qualifying for
the NCAA finals.
There were no team scores
kept in the 27-teaM meet. •
The Racers' distance
medley team was\ - fifth ia
10:08.1. Chimes started it off
with a 1:57.2 half-mile then
Norman Simms ran a 51.0
quarter.
.Dave tar,ren - recorded. a_
3:07.9 4 ree-quarters and
Brewer anchored with a 4:12
mile.
, Those were the two
4 -places -Murray had „the
Meet. However, shot putter
Stan Simmons had a personal
best of 50-9 bat failed to place.
This weekend, the Racers
will participate in the Mason-
Mum, .61111Verlit totrisville
• •••• • ••••••111111.0...,- 11,1•11 ...1...11111.1•11.
 4
Greg Joyner added 2L points_ . -
for Middle Tennessee, while
Randy Hampton led Ten-
nessee Tech, 1-7 in OVC play
and 7-12 over-all, with 24
,points. 
' James Johnson, playing in
his second' game since frac-
turing a ,kneecap five weeks
ago, came off the bench to
score 18 points to lead Western -
Jcentucky, to.
over East Tennessee.
Western, 2-6 in OVC action
and 1W4-in -altgames-, allowed
East Tennessee's Bob Brown
four points in the second half
after Brown -scored 19 points
in the first period. East
.1g.Pae_sset,_4-4 in league Play
and 10-10 over-all, led 29-26 at
halftime: -
Aaron Bryant also-had 18'
points for Western, which
outrebounded, East Tennessee
4140.
five minutes before he could
walk back to the bench.
Greene was ejected. •
Middle Tennessee, with the
same record as Murray,
scored -a 98-91 overtime vic-
tory over Tennessee Tech.
Middle TerrneSSee's Leivis
Mack, who led all scorers with
20 points, scored the final four
points in regulation play,
including a jumper with four
se nds left, to tie-the seare_
83
Mliek 4-hen -scored the- first
five points in the extra period





back, has been named to the
academic _A1[-America_




McFarland, a junior from
Paducah, Ky., is a pre-
medicine major at Murray
and has a 3.96 grade-point
average for his first seven
semesters. All of his grade!,
have been A's but•for one B.
He has been a starter for the
Racers since mid-way of his
freshman season and has.
made the All.Oltice--Valley-
Conference team the last two
years.
He is a graduate of Paducah
Tilghman High School, where
he was valedictbrian of his
class and an all-state football
player: Heis the son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. ltcFarland,
who riot hys. in Geneseo. N. Y.
. McFarlarrn has attended
Murray State on a
Presidential scholarship. He
hopes to attend either the
University of Kentucky or
University - of Louisville
Medical- School after he
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Temperatures Not Only Hazard Sewing Brings Big Savings
Faced By Kentucky Livestock
LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP) —
Kentucky livestock have had
it bad this winter because of
subzero temperatures, ice and
drifting snow. But farmers
_should also take note of
another potential hazard: lice.
"lice always build up in
winter," said Chris
Christensen, an entomologist
at the University of Kentucky
in Lexington. "Lice are hardly
any-problem in the summer."
Christensen said that lice
multiply In winter despite th'e'
cold "because the hair coat of
the animal builds up con-
siderably in the winter, and it
creates a better temperature
environment. They can find
the optimum temperature by
moving up and down the
body."
Lice, he added, seem








First sign of spring.
Northrup King Seed Week is your special opportunity
to choose record-breaking NK seed varieties, and corn
hybrids that have won yteid contests across the nation
Plan to drop by anytime and let us know what you're
looking for in a corn hybrid
_ Lets .cliscuss_alLyQuiAted_ needs. We are. yOur,Corn:










Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
12th NATIONAL FARM
MACHINERY SHOW
FEBRUARY 16-19 — 9:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
it Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center
Louisville, Kentucky
• Eleven and a half acres (indoors) of the newest farm
products. equipment and techniques from over 350
manufacturers.
'• Free admission, plus door prizes
• Special programs for the ladies
• Tractor pulling contests every night -- Eleven classes
stock. 3 moditteds. 3 garden stock. 6,000 lb. 4-wheel drive
truck class Wednesday night
February 16-19' 630 PM. EST
• (Admission will be charged for tractor pulling contests only)
• For free Farm :Plow admission tickets or information
contact
NATIONAL FARM MACHINERY SHOW
P.O. Box 21179, Louisviile, Kentucky 40221
(502)366-9592
"When the animal has a
lighter coat, lice are more
exposed to sunlight," said
Christen Also, the skin of
the aniwM be&imes drier, less
oily, in the winter." ' -
Lice glue their -eggs to the
hair of the animal, he
explained, "and in the spring
when animals shuck off that
extra hair, a lot of lice eggs —
and a lot of lice themselves —
go with it, —
"There's a great deal of loss
in the population then, and itc
very difficult for the
population to regain its former
level in the summer because
of the exposure to heat and
sunlight," Christensen said.
But while winter hangs on,
the farm animal suffers. -
"You'll notice that cattle
are rubbing a lot," said
Christensen. "With heavy
infestation, you'll see whole
patches of hair rubbed off.
Cattle will kink kind of moth-
eaten because of the irritation
of the lice feeding."
Christensen warned that
farmers can't control lice with
a single spraying of in-
secticide.
"If- you're using a cattle
grub insecticide, you usually
pour it on anytime from July
to October," he said. "That'll
kill the adult . lice, but it
doesn't kill .the eggs. Even if
people are using a cattle grub
insecticide, they'll still have a
lice problem in the spring."
So Christensen suggests a
second insecticide ap-
plication, about mid October,
specifically designed to
combat the eggs.
"It's possible you could
treat them with a spray, but in
this kind of weather, sprays
are kind of detrimental,"
Christensen said. "You get the
cow all wet and could have
complications from the ex-
posure.
"But there are several
insecticides called 'pour-ons'
that are basically an oil
solution of the insecticide. You
pour on the exact amount
needed on the particular
animal, and it kills the lice.
"The nice thing about these
is that you don't have to wet
the whole animal," he added.
"There's another thing
calltd 'spot-on' which is an
insecticide that is put on just
one spot of the animal," he
said. "The pour-on is pOured
down the middle of the back,
but the spot-on is a systemic
absorbed through the skin into
the, blood, and it kills the lice
when they feed on the
animal's blood."
has ever wondered why there
seems to be more garden
insects than there used to be,
this may cast sonic light on




insects are mole likek io
occur When all abundance of
- -Their TavOlit-e-TOod is itiiiii'
• ately available:
While testing itiL, 1ilear!,
With this being true, tiwn .
it stands to leason that mono-
From The Desk Of
JEAN W. CLOAR
Calloway County Extension
Agent for Home Economics
You can save as much as 90
per cent by sewing your own
clothes. The biggest bargains
come from using high-quality
fabrics to duplicate high-
fashion outfits.
Making your own always
has been a good way to save
money. But leave such' things
as jeans and T-shirts to the
manufacturers. You won't
•
save much on these mass-
produced iteihs.
Why are there such
tremendous savings when you
sew your own high-fashion
clothes?
Just think about the
manufacturer's costs. Labor
Is-the biggest. Then he has to
pay rent, utilities, insurance,
and employee fringe benefits.
Add taxes and a profit margin.
Then move on to the retailer —
he has similar expenses, plus
advertising , costs and
SHORT ROWS
By Nevyle Shackelford
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
_11 anyse  ta_ the  -audience— -odors offered by -a mixture .of
plants growing in a particular
spot can cause a breakdown
in an insect's orientation,
feeding and breeding habits,
and subsequent large popula-
tit.n numbers.
If all this be factual, then
advocates of companion
plantings lot the control of
gar de n_kg .haye
something going for them. It
Mieht just be possible that
marigolds among the cucuip-
bet s and rosemary among the
beans mask the chemical
acieag,es of one k,.dors u(- these two vegetables
particulai crop) agricultural - and keep away many of she
methods, such as practiced
today ic the -commercialized
production of ,ertain vege-
tables, make it eass,, for m irni„
iresects to find their favorite
striped cucumber. beetles and
Mexican bean bugs. Then, as
indicated before, it might be
that the barrage of chemical
odors from a mixed stand of
ravnu anil greatly- plants repell and otherwise.
sore nate -age, rescarct,er --distracl insects cut searching
discoveied that the. numbi foi their favorite foods.
of flea bcztles, attack iilg
"Monocult ureS" of Lollards .ti
one field- was fio:-.1 two ;0
1-01.4 limes freatal that; tlit-2
!writhe, of beetles attacking
collards in another field inter-
spersed with iows of tobacco
:Ind 'tomato plants. In tly:
ti-rst field the hordes of -
beetles seemed to have beeii
guided to the collard hr
chemical stimuli. In he
second held the tornato
tobacco plants. made to:
unfamiliar mixture of chemi-
cal stimuli that confused the
beetles and kept great
hers ot them away.
This experimeht
others of kind has led to xi'
educated guess that the coo-
fusion or chemical stimuli or
In ..iny case, except whcie
different species or kinds of
vegetables attract the , same
kind or kinds of injurious
insects, companion planting
can do no harm. Certainly
i•ertain combinations of
plant4 have turned out- well
for many experienced garden-
ers. Also any. vegetable garden
can be made more attractive
by the inclusion of such odor
masking or insect repelling
flowers such as asters, gerani-
ums. marjoram, chrysanthe-
mums and cosmos. Get ani-
tin's. by the • way, are
supposed to-be useful against
the pesky Japanese beetles
that ,are now invading many
parts of Kentucky.
Calloway County 4-H Project
Winners Announced For Year
The 19764-H project winners
for Calloway County have
been announced by the 4-H
Council, according to Jane
Steely, County Extension
Agent for 4-H.
The winners in the Junior
Records Division are as
follows: Clothing, Unit II -
Lisa Hale, blue and cham-
-pion; Unit III - Trisha Clark,
blue and champion; Unit IV -
Deanna Cunningham, blue
and champion and Martha'
Pitman, blue. Deanna Cun-
ningham was chosen as
overall champion for Jr.
Clothing.
Foods - Trisha Clark, blue
and champion. Home Fur-
nishings - Mary Morris, blue
- and champion; Martha Pit-
man, blue.
,Recreation ,Michelle
Jarrett, blue arid champion;
David-Grady, blue; Raymond
Grady, blue; Tim Burchfield,
blue; Margaret Burchfield,
blue.
Rabbits - Pat Clark, blue
and champion; Terry Mc-
Dougal, blue; Tim Burchfield,
blue; Margaret Burchfield,
blue.
Birds - Teriry McDougal,
blue and champion; Michelle
Marine, 'blue; Kelly CrouSe,
• blue. •
Market Steer - Lisa Hale,
blue and champion. Beef
Breeding Herd - Leland
Steely, blue and champion.
Lisa Hale was named Jr. Beef
Champion.
Traditional Garden -
Raymond Grady, blue' and
champion; David Grady, blue.
Personal Development -
Tim Burchfield, blue and
champion; Margaret Bur-
chfield, blue.
Bicycle Safety - Tim Bur-
chfield, blue and champion.
Jr. Achievement - Kelly
Crouse, blue and champion.
Senior winners are listed
below: Rabbits - Bill Bailey,
blue and champion.
Photography - Laura Jarrett,
blue and champion.
Citizenship (Boys) - Chuck
Harrison, blue and champion.
Achievement (Boys) - Bill
Bailey, blue and champion.
County winner are now
eligible to enter their records
in area competition to be held
this month, Mrs. Steely said.













Now wonder you can find a
$100 price tag on what might
have been a $10 home-sewn
dress.
How-to-do-it publications on
all phases of sewing — new
clothes, remakes and
alterations are available in




Your favorite soap or
detergent 'Could well be the
best stain -remover--in your
household. It's always on
hand, inexpensive and safe to
use.
The next time you find a
problem stain on a washable
fabric, try one of the following
methods:
For blood or meat juices,
soak the soiled area in cold
water about 30 minutes. If the
stain remains, work soap,
detergent, or an enzyme
laundry product into the stain,
rinse and launder as usual.
For chocolate, gravy or
lipstick stains, work a soap
paste or detergent into the
stain. Launder as usual. If
grease remains, sponge with
cleaning fluid.
To remove milk, egg or ice
cream stains, soak in cold
water, rub soap paste or
detergent into the stain, and
launder as.usual.
FOr tar stains, rub some sort
of grOa.se (cold cream, lard,
etc.) 'into the stain until it is
softened, and launder as
usTtiLremove paint spatters,
soak fabric in turpentine 'or
paint remover. Rub soap
paste or detergent into the
stain and launder as usual.
The commercial spray-and-
wash stain removers are very
effective on most stains.
Spray soiled clothes and let
them sit-for 3 to 10 minutes ,
before laundering.
Remember, the longer you
leave stains on fabrics, the
more difficult they are to
remove. In some instances,
spots will remain regardless
of the procedure you use.












When can I begin to receive
payments?
Under Federal law, no payments can be
made to you before you reach age 59%, unless
you become permanently disabled. If your death
should occur sooner, funds in your account will
be paid to your named beneficiary. You must
begin to receive payments from your account by
the time you reach age 70%.
To actually receive the funds, you simply notify
us of the date you wish payments to begin. We
will supply you with the appropriate forms, upon
which you can eleo to receive either a lump-
sum or periodic annuity payments,
What happens if I take my ac-
count before age 591/2?
If you receive all or a part of. your account
before age 59%, and are not disabled, youll pay
a stiff tax penalty. Not only will you have to in-
clude the amount received in your ordinary in-
come for the year of receipt, but a Federal








All Types Grain Storage Equip. s.
& Grain Handling Equip.
7 A, Early Season Discount
Through Feb. 1977
1 Year Old
1-AB8 3 Phase Dryer
5000 bu. per day
Capacity - Traded













7000 Bu. per Capacity
Traded In On larger Dryer
For Figures On These Specials
Or
New Dryers
and other grain storage equipment
Call Gerald Irvan
345-2120 .or 345-2633 Res.
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pompuriefteliiid Cane Threatens
ur Production Of Corn
wheel drive tractor 
sp
Buy a new Case 2
between novvAand
March 31, 1977 and your participating
Case Dealers wilt-Toe- you a 40 channel
Johnson Messenger CB radio, free.
Choose. from 11 Case models from 43 to
180 pto horsepower. The dealer to see is:
Em.McKeel Equipment
5e3 walnut murn" NY Co., Inc. (5") 753 3"2
FARM MACHINERY
REPAIRS mik) SERVICE
.NEW 6-ROW JOHN DEERE PLANTERS
•NEW JOHN DEERE 130 DISCS
•NEW 6-ROW CULTIVATORS
*4130 JOHN DEERE OUADRANGE TRANS.
*SEVERAL GOOD USED DISC
HARROWS-RECONDITIONED AND
READY TO Gil FROM 7 TO 12 FT.
Your Direct Hot-Line To
Farm Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
WE DONT WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
* ...WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK!
TOMMY VANCE, OWNER
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION Ill AND SEDALIA ROAD - ?Ulf RD




According to University of
Kentucky extension weed
specialist, Dr. Jim Herron,
wild cane or shattercane is an
increasing weed problem in
Kentucky corn.
Wild cane is an off-type
sorghum which seriously
reduces crop yields through
competition in heavy in-
festations. The mature weed
towers over corn carrying a
heavy load of seed in a tassel-
like head.
A light infestation may not
do much damage and
probably doesn't appear too
serious to the unpracticed eye,
"but that's the time to in-
stitute control measures," Dr.
Herron reports. Wild cane can
practically take over a field in
just a few years.
Primarily found in the
bottofnland areas of northern
Kentucky, wild cane is an
annual with an immense
capacity for reptOduction.
Each mature seed head can
produce 300 or more seeds
which often shatter before
harvest spreading the
problem swiftly. The seeds
can remainviable in the soil
for 'a very long time
necessitating a long term and
continuous control program.
"Above all else, the best
control method is. prevention;
you have to stop the weed
from going to see," warns Dr.
Herron. Cultivating during the
growing season is recom-
mended for light infestations '
but if mature seed heads are
allowedto develop they should
be hand rogued and carried
out of the field.
Cultivating and hand
roguing aren't the answer for
wild cane control in' then-
selves though. "These
practices should be com-
plemented with a chemical
control program utilizing
Sutan + or Eradicane in a
severe infestation. Other,
wee4s.will -usually accompany -
a .wild cane infestation and
both of these chemicals will
provide a broad spectrum






problems with natural gas
supplies pose serious
questions about nitrogen
fertilizer production in the
future, according to Dr. Lewis
B. Nelson, Manager of TVA's
National Fertilizer
Development Center.
Natural gas is the prime
feedstiick for producing
ammonia, and almost all
nitrogen fertilizers are made
from ammonia, Nelson said.
About half of the 49 million
tons of fertilizer used by
American farmers last year. . 
was nitrogen materials, he 
_
added.
"Nitrogen fertilizer is ab-
solutely essential in modern
farming," Nelson .said. "In
light of the critical natural gas
„supply situation, it is obvious
that we can no longer depend
so heavily on natural gas for
nitrogen fertilizer produc-
tion."
Nelson said TV A










v White Wall Tires
Special Wheels
. v Sports Equipment
12 Months
Tax & Tags Included
lEnergy Saver
1,000 Miles Per Month Without Penalty
(212 Per Mile For Over)
With Credit Approval, Satisfactory Insurance
Coverage and Suitable Usage.
641 South





resedrdltI have been looking
for some time at alternatives
to using natural gas in the
production of ammonia, and
have concluded that coal is the
best bet for the rest' of this
century.
"The U. S. has abundant
coal reserves, and tapping
coal for the hydrogen required
to make ammonia will help
insure adequate_ supplies of
nitrogen fertilizers in' the
future," he said.
TVA began working on
producing ammonia from coal
about two years ago, and
hopes to „begin construction of,
a demonstration ammonia-
from-coal plant at Muscle
Shoals in 1979. A request to
Congress for an appropriation
of $7 million for design and
equipment purchases is in-
cluded in the President's
Budget for 1978. The total
estimated construction Cost is
nearly $25 million.
D. A. Waitzman, TVA
engineer in charge of the
• project, said U. S. fertilizer
producers have little or no
experience in converting coal
to ammonia synthesis gas.
Annual KBCA








Pesticides are not for
amateurs. To protect human
beings and the environment,
pesticide applicators must be
professionals. Many of you
are, and now you have the
opportunity to become trained
for certification. .
An amended Federal pest
law will require that you be
certified to use more
dangerous pesticides, which
the law calls "Restricted.
Use" pesticides. If you. use or
supervise- - the use of
Restricted-Use pesticides on
property you own or rent, you




requiredtp know basic 'safety
and handling rules for
pesticide use. The Cooperative
Extension . Service does not
make regulations, we are to
inform people of existing
government regulations and
of the options in meeting
them. Certification and the
enforcement of these laws are
the responsibility of the
Kentucky .Department of
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection.
There will be a series of
-.meetings-ref this purpose that
scheduled to be held at the
Murray State University
Livestock and Exposition
Center. You will need to at-
tend only one of these
meetings. They are scheduled
as follows:
February 8th — 7:00 p. m.
February 22nd — 7:00 p. m.
February 23rd — 9:30 a. m.






The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, .Calloway Circuit
Court L. D. Miller Plaintiff, versus James Wilinscott,
dare Union Bankers Insurance Agency Defendants
Notice Of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calkrway -Circuit Court rendered at the January 14th
Term thereof 1977, in the .above cause, and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at =South 5th
St. in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bid-
der, at public auction on the 8th day of February 1977,
at 10:00 o'clock_ a.m., or thereabout for cash, the
following, to wit:
—' 1 office desk; 1 office-typewriter desk; 1 end table
with. drawer; 1 couch; 3 waste baskets; 1 adding
machine; I. electric coffeepot; 1 folding banquet table;
3 ash trays; 1 vacuum cleaner; 1 visitors chair; 1
secretary ( typing) chair; lend table; 1 large literature
rack; 1 small literature rack; and 1 group of aerosol, 8
to 20 ounce size of various products, in cans, such as -
tire mounting compound, chrome cleaner, belt
dressing, motor cleaner, degreaser, hand cleaner, fire
extinguisher, battery spray, latch ese,nilieone spray
Ind Others. See day- Oftale. — —
Successful buyer is required to take possession and
remove from premises day of sale. All the above will
he sold as One lump'. There will be NO item byltem of-,
fering. Bidders will be bidding on the ENTIRE in-
ventory.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Frank L Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
2 Notice
DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible-is-Ged,s-inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. ft-is not a recor-













The annual meeting of the
Kentucky Beef Cattle
Association will be held at
Barren River State Park on
Feb. 11-12, according to Curtis
Absher, beef cattle production
specialist of the University of
Kentucky College of.1
Agriculture.
Absher and three others
from UK's Animal Science
Department, John Johns and
Russ BreDahl, both beef cattle
specialists, and Garland
Bastin, livestock extension
specialist, will be among
participants in the meeting




Department, will also be
participating.
The association is made up
of membership in three major




Subjects to be covered at the
meeting include proposed
federal grades for feeder
cattle, backgrounding cattle,
research needs for purebred
and performance testing in
Kentucky, the national beef
market development program
and the outlook for beef prices
in the year ahead.
Tom Harris, the Kentucky
Commissioner of Agriculture.
will be one of the speakers at
the annual meeting, which will
also include a meeting °raw
Kentucky Cowbelles, the
KBCA auxiliary, organization
Smith T. Powell, Stanford,
the KBCA president., will
preside at the meeting. The
program will begin at 10 a.m.
on F'riday, Feb. 11, and will
conelude Saturday noon, Feb
12.
The meeting wilkmark the
first time Jack Crowner will
meet with the membership in
the new capacity tog executive













Grocery out 94 East is
now
Jack's Grocery
New Hours • 6:30 a.m.
to 7:00 p.m.
























who can identify the
person killing a German
Shepherd in the vicinity
of Dogwood and Glen-
dale on Tuesday,
February 1. Call 753-
7546.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any-
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking




Holman Jones, 217 South
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle





home. Call if needed 753-
3685.
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1 Notice
WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
Wen safe a test eitk
Wass Takteh a E-Vap
"slater pea" Name Dreg,
109S. 416, *weer.
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK billfold in










Inc. 303 South 4th. Call
753-1372. Contact Bob






envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
WANTED - Live In
companion for lady in
Paris area. Room and






Man or woman to entet
sales management develop.
men? program. Successful ap-
plicant can expect earnings of
116.000 to $18,000 the first year
and $20,000 to 822,000 the
second year. Applicants must
be willing to work 30 hours per
...yet, provide best of ref erect-.
.vs, some college preferred.
Teaching. sales or experience
working with people helpful.
Position offers salary, corn-
omission and bonuses, profit
sharing, liberal insurance
program, complete training at
ow expense. An equal op-
portunity employer. For per-
sonal interview. call M. David
A Clifton, 1-898-7598 between 8
& 9 a in.
L-230
AMBITIOUS, hard
working sales help with
personality plus. Must
be able to work mor-
nings or evenings. Send

















vice Coll 471-1930 or 471.





for local person in this
area to represent a
nationally known- oil
company. This is a per-





of farm and industrial
machinery helpful.




ville, Ky., Fri. Feb. 18 at
p. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
9 a. m.
",:..7:7 .:15:7'7777377777,17.7-M7SINMEi4M777.-,p 4,0 021eTHE ovANT ADs
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15. Articles For Sale




formica top, white, $40.
Half size bed, $35. Phone
753-7841.
PEN- TA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also









770 automatic flash unit.
New batteries, slave
trigger, $75. Call 527-
8591.
COUCH AND CHAIR.
Duncan Phyfe. Can be





















Men or Women full or




r frpet rotT,,re Can




510 Plaza West Building
Little Rock Arkansas
72205
14 Want To Buy
 • COINS AMERICAN and





past 3 years and
are now working





how you can make








person to translate, type
and collate documents
from English to French.





person to sell Jim t
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-




need person willing to
assume full respon-




plicant should be able to
handle men, not afraid
to load a truck if
necessary. This is a job
with a future. Send
resume and salary.





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
HORSE DRAWN
VEHICLE. Buggy,
hack, wagon. Call 43E-
2336 after 6 p. m.
AIR COMPRESSOR and
body and fender tools.
Call 901-587-3578.




WOOD FOR SALE. Call
after 6 p.m. 436-5828.
CANDLEWICK crystal
by Imperial. Iced tea,
• water and -Slierberts.
Call 753-5422.
ONE DOUBLE bed,
.complete $30. One single
comElste, j39., One
single ifcRi- frame, $15.
One table and 4,
, fiberglass chairs, $30.
Two AMF 3 speed bikes,
1 girls, $30, 1 boys, $30.
One swing set, small
child's, $30. Two 275
gallon oil drums with
gauges, $100. Call 753-
9784.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and Spots; fluff
beaten d6wn nap with
Blue Lustre rent





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs.. West Ky.


















KING SIZE water bed
with pedestal frame,
new. Still under




500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
763-0359.
ELECTROLUX SALES







345-2633 tor Farm Fan
Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 44 6865,
Paducah, Ky.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
. or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
20. Sports Equipment
15' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55
horse power Evinrude
motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact





















FREE-OVER 150 loads of
good dirt. Must haul.









taken. Flea market _
space auailable. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,




pair 18.4 x 34 and tubes,
one pair 15.6 x 28 and
rims. 1971 Cutlass S.
14 ft. wood boat with 40
h.p. Evinrude motor,
and trailer. Call 753-
3935.
29 Mobile Home Rentals 43. Real Estate
TWO BEDROOM all SCENIC
electric. $90 per month.
Can 489-2595.
MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, all electric. In
Blood River area. $60
month, Call 436-2427.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
3: &ant To Rent
WANT TO RENT or
- lease. Tobacco and









month. All utilities plus




2 people. Call 753-7575.
20" ELECTRIC stove, 36"
gas stove, couch and
chair, bed, child's half
bed, freezer, radio, well
pump, 105,000 BTU gas
heater, wheel chair, 3-
15" radial tires, ceramic
tile, bell rack, pool
table, miscellaneous
odds and ends. Call 753-
4661.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








tape player and tapes.
Call 753-6345.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
wanted to take up small --
monthly payment on
like.new .25" Magnavox
T.V. Inquire at J and B
Music, Chestnut St.,
Murray, Ky.
MARANTZ - 2235B, 35 W-
C receiver. Brand new
and very cheap. $295
from $450. Call • 767-4453.
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the





27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 2 bedroom, bath,
living room and kitchen.
Call 753-4418.
1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
-Thfeeledroom, 1 and 3%
bath. On 90 x 180 lot. Call
753-6346.
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 31
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
1974 BAYWOOD trailer 24
x 52, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
and lot. $14,000. Call 753-
-5031. -
1973 GLENBROOK 12 x 64
'with 8 1 10 tip out, 2
bedrooms, bath and 31,
carpet, patio, doors with
7 x 15 patio and roof,
central air and gas heat
on shady 1 acre lot with
well. Call 753-6916.
NICE MOBILE HOME 12
x 61, 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
living room, extra nice
- kitchen and dining area.
Central heat and air.
$5,000. Call 753-1675, 753-
2615 or 753-8270.
14 x 70 TWO bedroom, all
electric. Call 753-9717.
29. Mob:le Home Rentals
2 BR 10 x 50, on private
lot. Approximately 2
















nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
13. m. M-F7












34. Houses For Rent
HOUSE IN THE country.
Four rooms and bath.
Refrigerator and stove.
Also 10 pigs for sale. Call
753-0169.
36. For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
. south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
37 Livestock Supplies
GILTS AND 2 sows with
pio for sale. Call 435-
4503








HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
K), 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic syste-41„,1)./1 a n y
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,
. Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or Pam
Rodgers, 753-7116.
VCOTIC - You have
ilè probably admired this
home as you passed by.
On a lovely lot, corner of
16th and Glendale Rd. is
this most attractive 3
bedroom brick with 2
haths, central heat and
kir, Pella windows, fully
carpeted, all built-ins,
and beautiful fireplace.
Wek will be happy to
shdw you this truly
different home. You will
be delighted too. Call us




home on 20 acres. Many
outstanding features in




large utility room with
lots of storage space,
and enclosed sunporch




by scenic pasture land.









division with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,






room, 2 car garage and
many extras. This home
has lovely decor and is
truly unique. Phone us
today for an ap-
pointment to view this
home. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
THE PRICE is Right on
these investment
properties: (1) 1L2
- story, 4 bedrooms,
living, kitchen. Ideal for
family or students
located near Univer-











bedroom home on extra
large lot. Central





Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101, Murray or call
Linda Drake at 753-0492.
139 ACRES with 100 acres
row cropland. lit miles
North of Coldwater on
Highway 1836. it mile
paved frontage, holed in
1975. Less than $800 per
acre. No buildings or
fences. Contact BOYD
MAJORS 'REAL




homes up to the 20's.
Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the'
post office or call 753-
TWO ACRES OF land






New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment
renting for $135 per
month. Large lot with
room for trailer
parking, or store ex-
pansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
in very low 30's. Ifon't
miss this opportunity to








transferred out of town
and looking for offer on
this attractive 3
bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding features
including economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
floor in entry hail, patio,
garage, nice land-
scaping and reasonable
price in mid -30's. Phone
us for more information
on this charming home.
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,




45 Farms For Sale
19 ACRE farm located on
US 641 just three miles
north of Murray. Two
bedroom house. Good
access road frontage.
This close in farm can
be yours now. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531.














for that young couples
first home. Priced at
only 621,000. Call 753-
3903.
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick home, fireplace,
garage, patio, shady lot
on quiet street. $25,500.
Call 753-5818.
BIG HOUSE for family,








A Public Hearing on the Kentucky State Plan for
Vocational Education as required by the Education
Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482, section 107 (a) (2)
will be held on Thursday, February 17, 1977, beg
in-
ning at 2:00 p.m., Central Standard Time, in Ros
en-
thal Hall, Room A-111, Paducah Communi
ty
College, Blandville Road, Paducah, Kentucky.
The purpose of this Public Hearing is to pegnit 
all
segments of the Population in Region One to g
ive
their views on the goals which ought to be adopte
d in
the State Plan, including the courses to be offer
ed,
the allocations of responsibility for these cour
ses
among the various levels of education and among
the various institutions. in Kentucky, and 
the
allocations of local, state, and federal resources to
meet those goals. - -
All interested persons are invited to attend, an
d
those desiring to testify at the Hearing 
should
request permission to appear on the agenda and
bring a written copy of their presentation. T
he
requests and written presentations may be s
ub-
mitteo to the Regional Office, Vocational Ed
ucation
Region One, P. 0. Box 1287, or 700 Highla
nd
Boulevard, Paducah, Kentucky, or registered w
ith
the Chairman on the date of the Hearing. If 
you can-
not attend, you should send a written state
ment to
the Secretary of the Kentucky State Bo
ard of











Dead end street. Call
753-6843. -
NEAR KY. LAKE, 1 acre
unfinished house. $6,640.
Call 474-8843 or 753-4309'.
FOR
SALE
BY OWNER -400 South 6th
Street. Brick, 24 baths. Up-
stairs 3 bectroomi, storage
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs,
large living room, den, kit-
^'..en end dining room.
Classed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplace,, one
gas log. Large full bamment
- carpeted, 41 bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room, one kitchen sink,
Mower. Double car garage
with extra room in back,
completely insulated.
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit







bike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Ci's I,Tri,ogs
1975 OLDS 442. silver with
black stripes. Loaded
with extras. Local, one
owner. Call 753-3465.
FOR SALE 11170 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra dean car.
$1575. -Also have 1958
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished






miles. Call 753-9189 or
753-8124 after 5 p. m.
1975 PLYMOUTH Grand
Fury. Four door sedan.
Price is $1695. Call 753-
6753.
1970 V. W. air condition, 4
speed, low mileage.
Sharp. $1100. Call 753-
8216.
1971 FORD PICKUP,
49,000 actual, 260 cu. in.
Excellent condition.
$1200. Call after 6, 1-901-
247-5304.
1976 V. W. RABBIT. One
owner, 8,000 miles. Four
months Old. Still in
warranty. $3,500 firm.








vinyl roof, one owner.
$2,000. Call 753-6534.
1965 DODGE Coronet 2
dr. h. t., V-8 automatic.
$200.00. Phone 354-6217.






Next To Mayfield Sweet Feed Mill
Call 1-247-3586
All Business Appreciated.
Joe Skaggs - Manager
Howard Matheny- Bookkeeper








The world's most popular'
continuous feed disposer
made even better. 5-year






.New stainless steel, two-
piece "easy grip" stopper.












The economy priced con-
tinuous feed disposer you
can rely on. I-year warranty
on parts. I-year warranty on
labor.'
lo-Sink-Erator
dependability at a sur-







•Corrosion protection - ex-





































































49. Used Cars & Trucks
aitteaPswadjeTHE WANT ADS r
49 Used Cal1 & TruLks
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu
SS. 70 model, 350 engine,
4 speed, cam, headers,
sun gauges, lift kits
front and rear, air
shocks and crager
mags. Will trade for
Camaro or later mOdel'
Chevelle. Call 753-5612_
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.•
1963 'FORD customized
van, mag • wheels, 8
track stereo_ Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1975 BUICK 225 Landau,
burgandy and white, has
cruise, tilt, electric
windows and seats, full
power t and other
features. 94,1150. Also
1964 Chevrolet, 2 door
hardtop, full power and
air. $275. Call 7534765._
1964 CHRYSLER runs
good. $150.00. Phone 354-
6217.
1971 DODGE VAN; 6
cylinder, automatic, 3-4
 ton. Call 435-4113 after
Atlanta
• "Is.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
/976 BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power, and
air, bucket seats, AM-




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51. Services Offered
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. 4nd we will clea03!*
hallway free, limit 4 , x \
10. A 10' x fr-room










Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
WILL DO BABYStITTING








SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 75.3-2310 for
free estimates- for your
LICENSE ELEC-




"VoNIT 1.301HER. WE SAW YOUR
INAUGURATION INViTATION THE
LAST TAT WE WERE
51 Servitec Offered
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Ton)
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
TILE - TILE - -TILE.
Complete 'patio and
porches, brick and tile.
showers, entrance,
-kitchens. Call , J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
ELECTRICAL WIRING




LICENSED  ELEC-TRICIANpronwtef 
ficient service. NO -job








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah. Ky.
.42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026
COMING THIS SPRING:
R. W.'s Mobile Home
Wash and Wax Service.
Call 753-9618.




by Sears save on these
high faewtafld. rooting-
bills: Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
-side -painting and-small tielivirywitNiirdaj7s to
WILL DO inside or out-




work needs call John
TOCOMIK'S elegkntly ullaured dosion-uf every module maosporatos manv Lane. .Phone 753-8669 orpractical advantages The hard surface of AI rNlm nearlv maintenance free,
vr househuld de:leo:rots 436-2586. •easily,' cleaned wIt non-a Fa,
Distributed by...
Murray Supply

















? Thi, alphabetized pare will run %%pelt!! - - clip it from




: Re-4idaiees, Commercial, Canvasing.

























































































.. j!..4,., widen auto ii.,,,
.
.7, sod concrete tools end
753-5703
















I , .n_ .
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air,
condition, appliances,
water _pumps, water




orcirr and delivered and
tree clearing. Call 753-
0122.
GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes -






and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete






-. exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Morley, 753-
0708.
GENERAL BACKR9E
work. • white gravel,
bank gravel. Call • 436-
2306 -
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.


















free to good home. Call
753-8430
-
PART COLLIE. 'Six to 8
weeks old Been weined.
Call after :.3:30, 753-3017.
FREE - male cat, 7
months old. Grey and
black tiger stripes.
Housebroken. Call 753-
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You ?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advi-
-4or4 will be happy to help you write your message.
r
LA
To Mom and Dad ...
We couldn I have picked a








Mrs. Smith - Thanks to,
Sdence (On to learn




To My Wife, Ann . .
After 15 wonderful year.
-







my Valentin*, and I won





- The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents„Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to,
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES
Dow Jimmy (Potor)] lco.•
you More Iltdrt words con
*wpm's. I hop* wo will al-
ways be together to shone
ON geed and the bed. Lowe
always. Sae (Chock) tt
Worn., lows. you too'
WANZA. Happy Vision f
tINCIP-Day to the, sweeties)
-sold omit ittoirlr Wirer 
moth., W. o kayo you Larry
and Chad









P. O. Bc)or 32
Murray, Ky. :42071







City  ,Stale 
Zip  Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 16, 1977.





Funeral services for Jessie
Johnson Canady of Murray
Route Five were held Sunday
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. H. D. Lax
'CT Paris, Tenn., officiating and




John Jesse Canady, Joseph
Canady, Mason Canady, and
Roger Sarile. - Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Canady, age 69, died
Friday at nine- p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
He —a veterarrot—Servtees
World War!! and a member of
the New Providence Baptist
Church. Born June 6, 1907, in
Henry County, Tennt., he was
.the son of the late Robert
Canady and Clara Jackson
Canady.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Gaynelle -Bray Canady,
and one daughter, Mrs. Larry
(Gayla) Fowler, Murray
Route Five; two sons, Max
Canady, Riviera Courts,
Murray, and Joe Pat Canady,
Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla.;
three sisters, Mrs. Charles
- 4 Vera) Sparks, Murray, Mrs.
Josie McCormick, Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Mary Hut-
chens, Metropolis, Ill.; one
brother, Gobel Canady,
Ledbetter; thirteen grand-




Richard Smith of Murray
Route_ -Five, New Concord,
died Sunday at 11:05 a. m. at -
the Westview Nursing Home.
He was 84 years of age.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Myrtie Morris Smith,
and one son, Glenn Smith,




Mrs. Ulia Bolton, Gleason,
Tenn:, and Mrs. Bertha Jones,
Evansville, Ind.; four grand-
children.
The funeral has been
, scheduled for Tuesday at two
p. in. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Paul Poyner officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery.
priends may call at the





formerly of Murray, died this
morning at the Parkview
Convalescent Home at
Paducah.
He was 83 years of age and a
retired salesman for the Life
and Casualty Insurance
Company.
Mr. Humphries is survived
by one daughter, 'Mrs. Jean
Bond, Riviera Courts,
rivlarray, one son, George
Huffiphries, Mayfield, and
seven grandchildren.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial




The funeral for Russel L.
Johnson was held this mor-
ning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. James Fisher officiating
and Ann Doran as soloist and
Bea Farrell as organist.
Pallbearers were Alfred
Lindsey, James Rudy
Allbritten, Dr. Charles Clark,
Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Vernon
Stubblefield, Jr., and Dr.
Howard Titsworth. Burial was
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Johnson, age 62, former
Murray businessman, died
Wednesday afternoon from an
-apparent heart attack at his
home in Odessa, Texas.
were ay
at ten a. m. at the Hubbard-
Kelly Funeral Home there
before the body was tran-
sferred to Murray.
He is survived by his wife,
-Mrs. Inez E. Johnson, Odessa,
Texas; one son, Major Russel




Final rites for Mrs. Rubie
Travis, widow of Mabra
Travis, of Aline Route"' One
were held this morning at ten
o'clock at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Glenn Arm-
strong of Beaver Dam and the
Rev. Tommy Powell of-
ficiating. The Song service
was by the choir of the Spring
Creek Baptist Church with
Dwight Brinn as leader and
Dwane Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were J. D.
Jones,. _Clint _Cater_ J._ D.
Outland, EldPidge Swift,
Dwight Watson, and James
Darrell Lockhart. Burial was
in theoColes Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Mrs. Travis, age 79, died
Thursday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Born September 16, 1897, she
was the daughter of the late
James Anderson Cain .and
Cynthia Jane Franch Cain.
She was a member of the
Spring Creek.aaptist Church.
The Calloway wollan is
survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Roscoe Feagin, Alm°
Route One, and Mrs. Virgil
Lockhart, Hazel Park, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Mike Heath,
Murray; one brother, A. P.
Cain, Paducah; six grand-




Federal State Market News Service
February 7, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 BuyIng Stations
Receipts: Act, 1314 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts .25-.50 lower Sows steady .50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . 1139.75-40.00 few 40 5
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 139.50-39.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.  638.75-39.50
US 3-4 260-2130 lbs. .  837.75-38.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  833.00-33.50
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.  133.00-34.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. . . 134.00-35.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. .. . 632.00-33.00
Boars 1800-5 00
BASS CLUB
The Murray Bass Club will
meet Wednesday, February 9,
at 6:30 p. m. at the Triangle




The claws of worry clutch people everywhere. Some
people even worry about worrying too much. Ulcers
result from varied causes, but worry has festered as
many, if not more, than any other cause. Worry has
shoved more and more people to seek relief from
psychiatrists. Still more people find themselves with a
tight feeling in the pit of the stomach and hit the bottle
to 'relax'. Goodness knows how many people take
sleeping pills, trying to bring restful sleep to a restless
body caused by worry. All this is a tragedy in modern
society. And most of it is so needless.
Any psychologist will tell you 80 per cent of the things
worried about, never happen. It is said a good way to
reduce worry is to write down the worst thing that
could happen - if the thing or things you worry about
actually did happen. It is claimed that facing the fact in
this way can help you reduce worry. Maybe so. But
some people simply can not face facts.
There is a Way though for everyone to overcome
worry. Worrying is negative thinking. Replace Such
thoughts with positive thinking. 'The best positive
thinking the world his ever heard of is the 23rd Psalm -
"I will fear no evil, for Thou are with me." Believe it.
Keep on believing it. Millions of people have proved
it...







Pharmacist, died Saturday at
7:10 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 68 years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Board of
Stewards of the First United
Methodist Church, a member
Gingles.Wallis
of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons and the
Murray Rotary Club, and was
a director of the Bank of
Murray. For eight years he
was chairman of the board of
the Murray Electric Plant.
Mr. Wallis was a graduate
of Murray High School and
earned his degree in phar-
macy in 1930 from the
University of Tennessee, later
becoming a licensed phar-
macist to practice in Ken-
tucky. In 1935 he purchased
his, own pharmacy, Wallis
Drug, which he continued to
-operote-untilfevretirement in-
1975.
The Murray man served as
president of both the Kentucky
Board of Pharmacy and the
First District of the Kentucky
Pharmaceutical Association.
He served on the board of
directors of the Kentucky
Pharmaceutical Association,
and, was a member of the
-*American Pharmaceutical
Association and the National
„Association _of ... Retail
Druggists.
In addition to operating his
pharmacy and other civic and
professional activities, Mr.
Wallis also cultivated another
interest, farming, and raised
'Angus cattle on his farm dear
Murray. Born October-44;-
1908, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Jesse
Wallis and Elena Wilson
Wallis.
Siarvivors include his wife,
Mrs. Juliet Gatlin Wallis, 810
Olive Street, Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. Carl (Carolyn)
Stout, Jr., and three grand-
children, Julie Carol, Chris
Wallis, and Carl Morris Stout,
Frankfort; two brothers,
Laverne. Wallis, 303 North
Sixth Street, and Pat Wallis,
500 South Sixth Street,
Murray.
The funeral was held this
morning at 11:30 at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Dr. James
Fisher officiating.
Active pallbearers were Joe
Dick, James M. Lassiter, Ed
West, Dr. Woodfin Hutsoo, Dr.
John Quertermous, and
Jimmy Ford. Honorary
pallbearers were members of
the Board of Directors of the
Bank of Murray and of _ the
Board of Directors of the
Westview Nursing Home.
Entombment was in the
Murray Mausoleum.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the fain of contributions *to
the Calloway. County tleart
Fund or the First United
Methodist Church.
Murray Band Boosters '
To Meet On Tuesday
The Murray Band Boosters
Club will meet Tuesday,
February 8, at 7:30 p. m. in the
band room at the high school
on Doran Road.
Wayne Williams, president,
urges all parents and in-,
terested persons to attend as
plans for the Wisconsin trip
will be made.
The National Foundation-
March of 'Dimes is the major
source of support for clinical
centers offering genetic
services in the United States.
Physicians now can give
'families far more reliable
information , about their
chances for normal children





The majority of people in
Kentucky don't feel they have
enough information about job
training available through
vocational education, ac-
cording to surveys in August
1975 and4976 by the Kentucky
State Advisory Council for
Vocational Education.
If you count yourself in the
majority, you might be in-
terested in a few facts about
vocational education.
Almost a "quarter -or
million people were enrolled
in vocational education
programs in Kentucky last
year.
— Vocational education
doesn't go from cradle to
grave - not yet. In some local
schools students as young as
sixth grade can enroll in
Practical Arts programs of
career exploration.
— Adult up grade classes
for those already employed in
an occupation are available at
night.
— Programs for high school
students are free except for
supplies and books.
- Full time postsecondary
students are charged a $5.00
registration fee and $4.00 per
month tuition.
— Most programs are
approved for veterans'
programs are available in benefits.
over goo high schools in - &pee i a 1 Fro Irving
— There are also 82 state- programs for businesses and
operated-voeationellaeilities ---iodusiries Planning to- expand-.
operations or move into the
state can be arranged at no
cost to the employer.
.If you still don't feel you
know enough about how you
can benefit from vocational
education programs as a
student or employer, call or
visit the Murray Area
Vocational Education Center
or the .vocational programs in
the local high schools.
The state's 67 area vocational
education centers primarily
serve secondary students
from two or,more local high
schools. The 15 state
vocational-technical schools
in Kentucky primarily serve
postsecondary students from
19 to 25 years of age.
— Vocational education
Campus Lights
( Continued From Page 1)
believes the prolonged bad
weather has had a detrimental
effect, particularly on group
sales.
"Tickets for '$3 each are
available in the Student
Center on the campus for all
three performances," he
noted. "And people who
cannot get to the campus to
purchase them can make
reservations by calling 762-
4288, then make payment and
pick them up at the door on the
evening of the performance."
Goode said people may
Oder to reserve-seats -for
Thursday evening if they are
free to attend at that time
because they will have a
better selection of Seats: •
A company about 150
students is involved in puttingp
on the show this year. George
Flemming of Cadiz is serving
as the assistant director.
One of the oldest and best-
known campus music41
productions in the country,
"Campus Lights" is- written,
performed, and directed by
students. Local chapters of
two professional -music
fraternities — Sigma Alpha
Iota for women and Phi Mu
Alpha, Sinfonia :for men — are
the sponsors.
Proceeds each year go into a
fund to finance scholarships
for incoming freshman music
students. Richard W. Farrell,
faculty adviser and chairman
of the Department of Music,
called the show -self-
perpetuating" since many
scholarship recipients become
involved in future produc-
tions.
S2txi/Ilenket
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
t..xlay furnished to the Ledger & Times by













Quaker Oats . unc
Republic Steel. 33'.
Singer Mfg   21 •-'111
Tappan 
Western Union unc











Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger 81
Times by First of Michigan, Corp,, of
Murray, are as follows:
Heubleirtinc.... . .. 213". • '7
McDonahLstlorp. .. .   45 unc
Ponderosa Systems' . ' - . 'fit.' '.:T...
Kimberly Clark ... .44", -‘.
Union Cafbide  57'- -',.
W.R. Grace  ' 2P i -1.
Texaco . . ...... . . . . . . . , 28.. une
General Elec. .... .. 51 -".
GAF Corp 12. .14
Georgia Pacific .  33 -k5
Pfizer 26'.
Jim Walters ......... 36.. -L,
Kirsch ... . ...... . .' . 15 unc
Disney 41,, unc





Graham, a political science
major from ,Florissant, Mo.,
and Tam S. Hager, a biology
major from Radcliff, were
named as winners of one-year
Army ROTC scholarships by
Lieutenant Colonel Johnnie R.
Prichard, Chairman of the
Department of Military
Science at Murray State
University. _
The scholarships provide for
free tuition, textbooks, and
laboratory fees, in addition to
a tax-free . subsistence
allowance of WOO per month
for up to 10 months of each
school year. The scholarships
will be retroactive to the start
of the fall semester 1976.
Applicants were screened
by a board selected by LTC
Prichard and its choices were
sent to ROTC Region
Headquarters at Fort Knox
for approval. The selection
criteria included each
student's standing in his
academic studies and military
science courses, -campus or





Be In By March 1
Applications- by high school
seniors for all scholarships to
Murray State University for
'the 1977-78 school year must
be Submitted no later than
March 1.
Phil Bryan, director of
school relations, said both
parents and graduating
-seniors probably need to be
reminded of the -deadline since
school routine has been
.drastically changed by bad
weather and students have
had much 'less access to their
counselors.
He added that the deadline
for scholarship applications
'by all -transfer students is
April 1.
For additional information,
students may talk to their
counselors or write or visit
Phil Bryan, Director of School_
Relations, Murray State
University, , Murray,. Ky.,
-42071. •
The Soviet Union's Berlin
Blockade began June 24, 1948.
Some 600 million men (not
including Chinese, Indians




IMPROVING WRITING SK1LLS—Students in the Learning Center at Murray State are
intent upon their individual projects in the writing program. They become involved
either through a formal referral service of the Department of English or an informal
drop-in service. The broad purpose is to improve their knowledge of basic writing
skills through individualized instruction in expository writing, grammar, usage, and
spelling.
4.44•4
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION—Bill Blivin of Murray is assisted by Judy Koch, coor-
dinator of the mathematics program in the Learning Center at Murray State University,
as he hones his mathematical skills. Individual attention for students is an emphasis in
each of the four programs offered at the center, which was established a year ago.
Although most of the students who use the services are freshmen, the programs have
proved to be beneficial to more advanced students in many instances.
Learning...
Students can receive in--
dividual tutorial assistance in
all academic areas. The
program includes a referral
service for faculty members
who request tutoring for
students and peer tutorial
laboratories.
Results of the other
programs are equally' im-
pressive. For instance, an
analysis of the reading and
study skills program, which is
designed to develop reading
skills through improvement in
comprehension, vocabulary,
study skills, and reading rate,
indicates that during the fall,
approximately half of the
students increased their
reading rate by two grade
levels and half increased their
vocabulary and com-
prehension skills one grade
level.
Study skills 'seminars are
offered .on such topics as
unlocking your textbook, how
to take objective tests and
essay tests, study habits,
suggestions on taking notes,. 
andmanaging time.
Student evaluations of the
program in the fall were
overwhelming in their en-
-dorsement. One student
wrote:
""I think this- course would--
benefit anyone. I know it
would help college students
because they could do their
homework quicker and
easier."
The writing program, which
includes a formal referral
service for the Department of








(Continued from Page 1)




agreed that the program
improved their knowledge of





also offered in the
mathematics program, which
is structured to develop skills
in basic concepts. It im-




successful completion of their
programs.
A detailed curriculum study
is being conducted with other
universities and colleges in
order to design a well-
developed individualized
math curriculum.
Working with Dr. Anderson
are coordinators for each
program. They are: Vicki
Kloke, reading and study
skills Nancy Perkins and
Doris Cella, writing; Judy
Koch, mathematics; and
Scotty Hina, tutoring.
They will be available to
explain and discuss the
programs during a Learning
Center Iglien House from 8:30
a.m. tor4:30 p.m. on Friday,.
Feb. 18.
Additional information
about the programs may be
obtained by calling Dr.
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